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INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery in 1946 by Auerbach and. Robson of the 
mutagenic properties of' mustard gas, many other chemicals have been 
tested and also found to be mutagenic. From the results obtained in 
numerous experiments, it is clear that great variations exist between 
them. They differ in the degree of their nnitagenic activity, in the, 
stage of germ cell development in which they show their greatest effect, 
nd in their toxicity, as well as other differences, It is the puxpoe 
of this investigation to use such chemicals in order to throw some' light 
on two problems. Firstly, why chromosome rearrangements are so scaxe in 
pre.-meiotic germ cells following irradiation, and second.],y, bow the 
structure of a mutagenio chemical can effect the nature of the genetic 
changes .it produces. As explaied below, the two problems are investigated 
simultaneously, by using different types of chemical known to act on both 
pre and post-meiotic germ cell stages. 
In order to clarify the problems,, they are dealt with 
separately in this introduction. 
PART I 
The problem of whether translocations can be induced in pre. 
meiotic germ' cells is one which has not yet been clearly elucidated.. It 
is of both theoretical and practical interest to find Out if such structural 
changes in the chromosome are found at this time and car'ried through to the 
next generation, and in view of the present interest in the effects of 
radiation, the practical 'aspect is more important for, as explained below, 
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the presence of translocations in early germ cells can result in 
inherited semi-sterility. 
Because of the law numbers of tranalocations obtained in 
most experiments,,, and the difficulty of ascertaining whether they had 
arisen in pre.meiotio stages, conflicting results have been obtained.. 
Before considering these results, it is necessary to set out the events 
leading to the formation of a translocation, as well as the theoretical 
arguments against their production in pre.xneiotic cells. 
In order for a translocation to be formed, two breaks must 
occur in different, non-homologous chromOsomes. This is the "two Break" 
hypothesis now widely accepted. If a fragment of one of these chromosomes 
unites by its broken end with a fragment of the other, the resulting 
chromosome-configuration is called a translocation. It is probable that 
in many cases the other two fragments fail to make contact with each other. 
If these uncombined fragments should later heal or their mother or daughter 
chromatids unite with each other to form acentric or dicentric chromosomes 
(i.e,j with none or two centromeres respectively), the descendants would be 
aneuploid., providing they had survived bridge formation. If this takes 
place in germ cells which is the case considered here, it is very unlikely 
that the translocation would survive to the next generation. 
When the broken ends of the other two fragments likewise form a 
union, a reciprocal translocation is formed. It is a matter of choice 
whether the centric fragment of one chromosome joins with the centric 
franent of the other., so as to form a dicentric chromosome, while the 
other two fragments join to form an acentric chromosome, or each centric 
fragment joins on to the acentric fragment of the other chromosome. In 
the first case, an aneucentric configuration is formed., which eventually 
leads to the loss of all pax'ts concerned, for, in the ensuing cell division, 
the acentric chromosome fails to be drawn to the poles, while the diceitric 
one, pulled, both ways by its two centromerea., tends to form a bridge which, 
if pulled by the 'tension, repeats the process of d.ioentric formation,. and 
another bridge results at the next division. This continues until the 
chromosome is lost, On the othez hand., the second case results in the 
formation of a eucentric configuration, and two monocentric chromosomes are 
fønd, both of which are transported in a regular manner at mitosis. 
Muller (1954-) proposed the following bypoheais to explain the 
absence of transloàations induced by X-rays in cells which are mostly in 
interhaae, which include ápermatogonia.. If a cell in inttha.se is 
irradiated., it s very probable that any breaks produced will join in the 
same configuration as before., since the chromosomes are very much extended 
and dispersed.,. undergoing small movements. Thus a broken end will, by its 
BOWatan movement, come into contact with the other broken end derived 
from the same break, long before it has a chance to meet an end derived 
from a different break. Even when it does fail to make a restitutional 
contact,, it is not likely to meet with any of the other broken ends at all. 
until each of the pieces has replicated to give two chromat:Ld fragments in 
preparation for the next mitosis. Thus the adjacent homologous ends of 
each pair of identical twin chromatid pieces touch and rejoin together 
forming an acentric and a dientric isochromo some, which are usually 
eliminated as explained above. Thus irradiation during intezphase gives 
few structural changes, those obtained being mainly chromatid bridges and 
lagging acentric fragments. 
If irradiation is carried out during some stage of mitosis., 
othözfactors come into operation which hinder restitution., and favour 
the union Of ends derived from different breaks, giving rise to structural 
changes. During mitosis the chromosomes are tightly spimlised and 
condeiSed, and after treatment no breaks can be seen, but when they appear 
in the next initoais, various types of structural change are found.. This 
points to the fact that when the chromOsomes are in the condensed state, 
they are unable to fall apart into fznonts, although they have been. 
broken by radiation. The work of Wolff & Luippold. (1955) and. Wolff (t960) 
showed that the rejoining of breaks was not a pasàive process, but an 
active metabolic one which required energy, as it was inhibited by all 
the various inhibitors of protein synthesis. Thus during mitosis, the 
breaks cannot rejoin, as the chromosomes are not in a state of active 
metabolism. Then at a later stage, probably late telophase, the break 
tncl to fall apart before rejoining can take place. As the Chromosomes 
at this stage begin to become unspfralised and extended.,, their parts 
must undergo much more movement relative to one another than before. 
Thus then the broken ends regain their ability to rejoin, they are much 
less likelyto rejoin with the other end. from which they had. broken off. 
Convere2$ they are more likely to join with ends derived from other 
breaks,., and structural changes result* Muller based his arguments on the 
effects of rn.diation on spermatozoa,. having shovm that breaks arising in 
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	spermatozoan chromosomes were retained as such, without restitution until 
after- ,fertilisation. 
It thus seems probable that the formation of trans,locations in 
spermatogonia is more likely to occur during mitosis. It has also 
been suggested that the majority of translocations ind4oed in pre., 
meiotic-stages would be eliminated by aneuploid segregation during 
meiosis. Grass (1955), basing his argument on translocations induced 
in mature oocytes of Drosophila.,; estimatedthat at meiosis, there is: an 
exchange giving rise to half aneuploid and. half Ohoploid. combinations 
(see Tigure 1). The aneuploid combinations would be eliminated1, and 
only half the orihoploid combinations would carry the translocation as 
it is heterozygous. However it should be remembered that oocytes and 
spermatogonia are diploid.,. and a broken chromosome has twice the ohanQe 
of joining with 3nothor in a diploid cell than in a haploid. one, 'so that 
effectively more translocations are produced. But the problem still 
remains for meiotic elimination is not sufficient to account for the 
low numbers of translocations obtained in most experiments. 
The following results have been obtained using radiation 
as a mutagen. 
Drosophila melano.ster 
F' 	 Catsch & Radu (1943) using a dose of 4000 R, tested for tins- 
locations involving chromosomes Ii and III. Irradiated males were kept 
for 31 days after treatment and were mated to fresh females every five 
days. No mention is made of the age of the males at the time Of treatment 
or the number of females used per brood, and in view of the later work 
determining the age of sampled. gametes (see below) their work is open to 
question as to whether the later broods represent apermatogOnia at the 
time of 'treatment. Their results were as follows:.. 
Age of gemetes No. sperms No. tranlocations 
(in days after tested. 
irradiation) 
1 2559 306 11.59 
2-7 1483 92 6.21 
813 1133 78 6.89 
14-19 1532 21 1.37 
.2025 1028 1 0.1 
26-31 629 0 
Ward & Alexander (1937) found no chromosome aberrations 
detectable cytologically in spermatogonia which had been treated in the 
larval stage with 900 R X-rays. 
Bateman & Chandley (1959) using a dose of 1000 R, found 
frequency of O. translocations in what might be interpreted as spèx-
togonia.. They determined the age of their sampled gametes by induced 
crossingieover (see below), 
A1end.er (1960),: in a cytological examination, found no 
translocations in variants produced. by 900 R in spermnatogmiia. 
Savhagen (1 96o) found. 0.49 translocations in sperm tested. 14. 
days after treatment with 1100 R, and. 0.4&) when the dose was fractionated 
into .-two 350 It doses given 1 hour apart. This result indicated that I hour 
was not sufficient time to allow rejoining of chtomosome breaks giving rise 
to txs1cations. 
Traut (1960), using a dose of 3000 R: found that gametes sampled 
9.11 'days after treatment gave a translocation frequency of 2. 97o, but did 
not take his result as representative of sperntogonial stages. 
McCarthy & Nafei (1963), using a dose of approximately 3000 R, 
found one traxislocation (which they attributed to a spennatocyte) in the 
brood tested. 8 days after treatment, and none in later broods. They used 
a three day brôôd interva1, and determined the age of their sampled 
metes by the lethal brood pattern and induced. crossing-over. 
Slizynaka (1963), whose results are discussed in more detail 
-belowi j, gave a dose of 2500  R and found in a cytological analysis that 
chromosome rearrangements were found. in cells that were sperznatogonial 
at the time of treatment. 
Savhagen & Kristofferson (1963) irradiated 17 hour old male 
larvae with 900 ,, and after eôloaion three day broods were taken. On 
the 14th day a test for translocations gave a frequency of 0.12%. 
Alexander & Berghendahl (1964) found no translocations in. 
apermatogonia after a dose of 2000 R. 
Savhagen (1964) irradiated. 0a4 day old males with 4000 R, and 
found OOVo translocations in the brood. tested. 14,48 days after treatment. 
The cells sampled were probably representative of spermatogoniaJ. stages. 
Mouse 
The results obtained with mice are of great practical importance,, 
because of the interest in the effects of radiation on human populations. 
It is well established by the results of many investigators (Snell, 1933; 
Hartwig, 1938; Russell, 1954; Bateman, 1958; Craig at al.,, 1961), that 
within the range 3W,-1000 R. a period of fertility immediately following 
radiation is followed by an interval of sterility which varies according 
to the dose. Oakberg (1955) found that late sperznatogonia and primary 
spex'matooytes were by far the most sensitive to radiation, and were reduced 
in number due to a killing of. the cells. The period, Of sterility 
corresponds: to the interval in which replacement of the later genii cell 
stages has not yet been coiiploted owing to the dapl6tion of apex atogonia 
and apermatoCy'tes. Since matings :made • after the Sterile period use sperm 
that were in the ape rmatogonia]. stage at the time of treatment, the sterile 
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period is thus, a useful marker for separating genetic changes induced in 
apermatogOnia from those induced in later germ eel]. stages. 
If a tre.nslocation Is produced and transmitted to the offspring, 
the resulting indiv'idual will be heterozygous for it. This means that half 
his gametes will be unbalanced and on fertilisation will produce inviable 
zygotes. This results in inherited semi-sterility. 
I'tertwig (1 940) found no Semi-.sterile individuals among the 
offspring of post-sterile period ntirigs of irradiated male mice exposed 
to doses Of 120O1600 R,. and concluded that no translocations had been 
produced. 
riffen (1958) used. a dose of 700 R to tzy to produce chromosomal 
aberMtionsin pre.i.ineiotic. genii cells of male mice. Following the period 
of sterility there was a period of 6.8 weeks in which spermatogonia appeared 
and normal spermatogenesis was resumed The male offspring from the -
irradiated mice after this period were tested for semisterility.. 706 
progaily were tested j and 95 of 'them shed. semi..sterility. Of these, 26' 
had been born :mora than .6 months after treatment, and there seems little 
doubt that the cells-in which the aberrations had arisen were ear]' or pro. 
spermatogonial. In addition, one transiOcation was detected cytologically. 
This was taken as proof that radiation could result in the storing of trans- 
locations in the early germ cells,,  
Looking at these results, two possibilities' come to mini. 
'Firstly,. Is the observed partial sterility due to translocations in every 
Oase, or to other factors affecting sterility? SeOond.ly,, what is the 
degree of effect on the fertility of animals that are heterozygous for a 
translocation? Translocations showing considerably more than 50 
'fertility in the heterozygote wot*ld not be detected by fertility teats, 
Koller (1944) showed that the degree of fertility depended. on the structure 
and behaviour of the chrOflosomes involved in a translocation, while Auerbach 
& Slizynaki (1956) cona.dsred that small- translocations would not cause 
lethal aneuplOidy of the zygote. They found that one male with an average 
litter size of nine, which was examined, because it had produced two litters 
of seven., carried, a translocation involving an exchange of minute segments,*  
Thus similar translocations may have been present in fertile males which 
were not examined cytologically. Also slizynaki (1957) showed that both 
high and low fertilib3r existed in translocation heterozygotes depending 
an the length of segments of chromosomes involved in the translocation, 
and further Suggested that normal fertility could not be regarded as 
sufficient proOf of the absence of a translocation. A cytological 
aa3.yai8 on a much larger scale was obviously required, in order to obtain 
more direct evidence of the production of translooations in sperxnatogonia, 
and. 'only recently has such work been undertaken. 
Griffen (1964.) studied crtologically sterile and semi-sterile 
P1 mice from post-sterile period matings and translocations were confirmed.; 
while Searle (196k.) undertook a detailed investigation of the genetical 
effects of apermatogonial irradiation on the productivity of Fl female 
mice. The dose was 1200 It administered as to 600 It doses given 8 weeks 
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apart;1. He chose to collect data from females as they receive the 
irradiated X-chromosomea from their fathers, so that sex-linked lethals 
could be scored. In all, six factors which might be induced in spèrma 
togonia were tested for - dominant lethals, dominant sterility, dominant 
sem1,.sterility,, reduced fertility, sex-chromosome aneuploidy, and 
recessive sex-linked leth].s. The results involving dominant semi-
sterility., the only ones considered here,. are interesting. Searle found 
that no fewer than 5. (6/10Z1.) of the daughters of the irradiated males 
had inherited. semi-sterility,. and the presence of reciprocal trans-
locations in each semi-sterile stock was confirmed cytologiOal].y. 
This finding was confirmed. by Lyon 	. (1 96Z,.) who found. that 3.5fo  
of the sons of the same Irradiated males as used. by Searle carried. such 
translocations. Searle. combined these two figures to give an over-all 
frequency of about $,, i.e. 4$ of the mature offspring of the irradiated 
males carried reciprocal translocations vthich had been induced in spermi. 
ato'onia. Using this frequency, he calculated that sper'matogonia were 
1/6th as sensitive as spermatozoa to irradiation. However, Auerbah & 
SlizynSka (64) point out that a given number of breaks per .genome has . 
higher chance of yielding a tratslocation when the breaks occur in the 
two genomes of a diploid spermatogonium than when they are distributed 
over two genomes in separate spermatozoa. Thus if every break took part 
in a tr'anslooation, a given frequency of breaks per genome would produce 
roughly twice as zany translocations in spermatogonia as in spermatozoa. 
So if radiation response is theasured. in the two types Of cell on the 
basis of this, a ratio of 6:1 for observed translocations in apermatogonia 
and spermatozoa means that the response of spermatozoa is 12 times that of 
spermatogonia. 
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As mentioned above in the experiments of Searle and I&3ton 
et al., the irradiation consisted of two doses of 600 R given 8 weeks apart;, 
i.e. high intensity radiation in two acute doses. Philips & Searle 094) 
found.that vihen'1200 R was given to ixale mice at .a low dose rate (100 R 
per week),. no siiificant induction of inherited semi-.sterility was found.. 
This they attribute to the fact that a long exposure time makes the i'equ.tred 
interaction of the pair Of events necessary for the production of a trans-
location less likely; since the interval between the two events tends to 
increase and recovery processes leading to restitution intervene, The fact 
that the frequency of chromosome aberrations decreased following 'fractionated 
doses of X-rays was found in plaits as early as 1939 by Sax in frad.escant4, 
and confixwed. by Sax & Luippold. (192) and. De Serres & Giles (1953). 
SLizyns.kS. (1963) showed that heterogeneity exLsted between 
Drosohula males with respct to genetic sensitivity to sperinatogcnial X-. 
irrad.atiçn,. as measured by the fxequency of structural changes i.n salivary 
gland ch±'mosouies of progeny. In some males,, sensitivity was as high as 
when products 0 irradiated spermatids or spermatozoa were teated,. but in 
most it was very low. One interesting fact was that the clustering of 
breaks in sensitive cells was highest in sperinatogonia. Her data indicated 
that the spermatogonial cells are a heterogeneous population, consisting 
of cells that are either highly sensitive to X-rays or not sensitive at all. 
It was considered that the heterogeneity between males could be due to some 
of them having a much higher frequency of gonial mitoses at the tine Of 
irradiation, And that the genetic sensitivity of gonia undergoing mitotic 
division was much higher than of those in interphase. In mice, spermato. 
gonial interpha.ses seem very sensitive to the killing effects of radiation 
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(Monesi, 1962) so that few germ cells at th8 stage would survive a 
large radiation dose, Ca'ter et al. (f 955) found great differences 
between surviving meiotic stages in radiosensitivity, so similar 
differemoes may well exist between mitotic stages. If only the most 
condensed stages have a sensitivity similar to that of spermatozoa 
then differential sensitivity might be the main reason for the much 
lower, yield of tz'anslocations following spermatogonial irradiation than 
following spernatozoal. The heterogeneity found between males in 
Drosophila would not be expcted in the mouse because of the presence 
of a "spermatogenic wave" travelling along the testis. There is no 
evidence for it either in Searle 'a and Iron jjt al.4-s experiments, since 
only two of the 22 Fl mice with inherited semi-sterility came from the 
same father, although up to .15 offspring were tested from eah treated 
male. However, the heterogeneity between speiinatogoz4al cells was 
suggested. by Russell (1963) as an explanation of his dose fractionation 
experiments in mice, 
One point which should be remembered when comparing mice with 
Drosophila is that since mice have 20 chromosome pairs while Drosophila 
has only 4., the chance of translocations being formed is proportionately 
higher. 
Oftedal (19%a) found that at low dose rates, the frequency 
of sex-linked letha.ls induced in spermatogonia of Dros22hila gate a non 
linear doaeeffect curve.. He postulated that the effect was due to the 
induction of the mutations in a fraction of the spermatogonia and. that 
this same fraction was also more susceptible to the killing effect of 
radiation than the rest of the cell population. He tested this hypothesis 
"13- 
in the following way. On the assumption that genetic damage is not 
completely repairedo. whereas "sub.okiUing damage is repaired. completely 
during each cell cycle as in mammalian cells grown in culture (Elkind & 
Sutton, 1960), treatment over several cell generations should lead to a 
higher yield of observable mutations. Since Drosophila gonia in late 
embryos, or newly hatched larvae appear to have very short mitotic periods, 
protracted doses over, a short time might show this effect, and 0ftedal 
(1964b) showed that such protracted d.08e8 given  to larvae do give a 
highá mutation yield,, presumably as the lower doses ldn fewer of the 
sensitive cells, 
It can be teen that Oftedal and Slizynska (1963) both 
postulate that there is 'a percentage of sensitive cells in spermatogonia, 
and. Russell (1963) comes to the same conclusion, if it is true that, 
there, is. a sensitive stage, it might be suspected that chemicals,, because 
Of their less instantaneous action, might be able to act at the right 
'stage for the production of tz'anslocations in spermatogonia. Sonbati' & 
Auerbach (1 960) considered this as one explanation of their finding that 
the ratio of mustard gas induced trazislocationa to lethals in Drosophila 
was not depressed during the sensitive stage which occurs in late sp9rma. 
togoria. They also considered that most or all of the mustard gas induced 
breaks might remain latent until after meiosis so that effectively trans 
locations were produced in post-meiotic cells. However these conclusions 
were based on the results of one experiment which may not have given the 
true picture. 
The fact that chemicals can produce tianslooations in 
speznatogonia was shown by Watson (1962), who .found that 2u'chloroethyl 
methanesulphonate (CB 1506) produced. .3) translocations in spexmatogonil 
stages, However CB 1506 produces ,few rearrangements relative to letha].s 
as 20 se-linked lethals were fot.znd in the same experiment. There is 
some evidence that. mutagenic delay is marked after treatment with CB 1506 
(Mathew, 1961..),. and this could be the reaSOn for the low frequency of 
translocations. Since CB 1506 has a selective action on spexmtogonia 
and only acts weakly on spermatozoa (Fabny & Pahny, 1956) it seemed 
worthwhile to use chemical mutagens with less eccentric brood patterns 
for a comparison between the letha]./translocation ratio in spermatozoa 
and. spennatogonia. If the ratio decreased by a smaller amount after 
chemical treatment than after Irradiationi, this woUld indicate that the 
shortage of translocations in spera. ogoni. a was due to obstacles that 
could be overcome more 'readily by chemicals than by X..'rays, although 
X-rays produce so few rearrangements in spertogonial cells after 
irradiation that it is difficult to comparethe change in breakage 
frequency from late to ear].y gez'm cells. 
Accordingly, the chemicals used in this i4vestiton were 
chosen, with the exception of streptonigrin, because they were known 
to produce a reasonable effect on both pre- andpost-meiotic germ cell 
stages 'of Drosophila and were tested to see if they fitted with the 
above hypothesis. 
As mentioned above, it is probably the difficulty of deter.. 
mining the age of the sampled gametes in Drosophila which gave conflicting 
results in previous Studies. The determination of cell stages by means 
of the brood technique is necessarily indirect and much depends on the 
method used. When males are treated and mated to a succession of virgtn 
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females, the lethals obtained, can be plotted against each successive 
brood to give a broQd pattern of sensitivity. To change' this into a 
sensitivity pattern, the brood numbers must be substituted by develop.. 
mental 'stages. Auerbach (1 954) sets out a method ofdatecting various 
stages in spermatogenesia. When adult males are treated., the sperm 
used during the first few days' is presumed to be mature at the time of 
treatment. The next stage is meiosis, which can be detected in three 
ways. Firstly, by the occurrence of induced orosa.overs, secondly by 
the period of sterility caused by the lack of sperm from the spernE.too 
cytes and late spennatogonia which have been susceptible to the treatment, 
and thirdly by the induction of non.-disjunction. The third stage is 
young gonia which can be detected in two ways; 	appearance of clusters 
of identical mutations or crossovers,,, and. germinal selection, which begins 
to act against sex-linked lethals at this time. Auerbach,, in her own 
particular experiments, considered samples of spermatozoa collected. 10.42 
days after treatment as representative of spermatogonial stages, using 3 
day broods of thx'ee"fewales per male. Other authors, applying similar 
methods, reached the same conclusion (Sobels & Van Steenis, 1957; Chandley 
& Bateman, 1960), A more direct estimate of the timing of spermatogenesis 
was obtained by Chandley & Bateman (1962). They labelled the male germ 
cells of Drosophila with tritiated thymidine, and found that spermatozoa 
which had been at the spermatogonial stage at, the time of treatment 
appeared in the ejaculate after ten days of Sexual activity. More recently 
Puro (1964) and. Olivieri & Olivieri (1964), using the appearance of 
clusters of, X-ray induced cross-overs and lethals,, showed that sperm 
deed..trom spezwatogónia was utilised 91 I days after treatment. 
It is obvious that, there are many variable factors which 
could affect the correct determination of the age of inetes, including 
the strains of Drsophi]a used and the rate of sperm utilisation,, but, 
taking the above eerimenta into consideration,, it was decided. to use 
three day broods, 'and to take broOd. (d) (10..12 days) as almost certainly 
representing sperinatogonia, and. brood (e) (13-15  days) as definitely 
representing them 
PAR!? 2 
Before dealing with the problem with which the second part 
of the investigation is concerned, it is necessary to look in some detail 
at the mutagenic alylting agents, as the majority of the chemicals used 
in this investigation are of this type. 
Chemicals which can act as ajlating agents under physiological 
conditions have attracted great interest in the past fifteen years, because 
of their pronounced biological effects which are similar in some ways to 
the effects produced by ionising radiation. it is because of this similar- 
ity that the name "radiomimetic" was given to some of these compounds. 
The process of arlation may be defined sinp]y as the replace- 
ment of a hydrogen atom in a molecule by an alkyl group1 and. the term also 
applies to the addition of the 
H—X 	> R--X 
radical to a molecule in a lower valency state. The group R is known as 
an alkyl radical and a compound which can effect this replacement of a 
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hyc3.rogen atom or addition. is called. an aa1qflting agent. The ai]cyl-
ationa of biological interest apparently aU .involvé attachment of. the 
alkyl group to X through an men,. nitrogen or sulphur atom.. In the 
process 
RY is the á lating agent andzthe ctent of the diáplacement reaction 
will depend on the energy Qharaoterdstio .of the entities involTedo, 
In such a displacement reaction it can be considered that Y atta.aed to 
the alkyl group R becomes more or less detached,, together with the 
eleCtrons which oonstituted the chemical bond, and the positively 
charged R group then seeks electrons • Thus a2lating agentO can be 
considered as electrophilic centres which Combine with electron. rich 
or nucleophilic. centres. (i.e. electron se€4cing). The positively charged. 
R is known as a carbonium ion and its transfer in the process of a]ilat-
ion can take place by at least two mechanisms. It. can. be mentioned here 
that according as to whether a]ilating agents have on., two, Or more 
a11rlating groups, they are known as mono-,. bi.,. or poy-funotional 
aflrlating agents respeotiveiy 	 •• 
The snatagenic properties of an a3rlating agent were first 
shown for mustard gas by Auerbach & Robson (1 9Z4.6),. 'and. since then many 
other aflylating agents have been tested and. found to be mutagenio. 
Amongst these am:- nitrogen mustard derivatives on Drosophila (Bird, 
1950j, 1952; FahnZr & Fahy, 1960)., and. Neurospoz (westergeard, 1957); 
epoxides on' Drosophila (Rapoport,. 1948; Bird. & Fabmy,. 1953), E1 colt 
(Demerec et a.., 1954), maize (Kreizenger,. 1960),, and Netirospora 
(Klmark & Giles, 1955; Westergaard, 1957); ethyleneiinine and 
derivatives on Drosophilla (Rapoport, I 947; Pahn & 'arnr, I 954, 1955; 
CaHinali,, 1951.), ,NeurosPora (Westerar,, 19574. and 	colt (Szybalaki 
& Iyer,, 1960); 	thaneaulphonates on Drosophi (P&j & Fab 	1956, 
1957a; Rohrbom, 1959), barley (Heslot et al 1959; Ehrenberg,, 1960)1,. 
Neurospora (lna$c & Giles, 1955;r Westergaard, 1957), E. 46.3. 1.  and 
S. trphimu.um (Loveless & Howarth,, 1959); and 3-propiolactone in 
Neurospora, (Smith & Srb, 1951). 
'dThat of the made of action of these chemicals? Studies of 
the c3rtotoxic activities of aflr1ating agents indicated, that nucleic 
acids were probab]r an important site of aflcylation. The greater cyto-
toxicity of the bifunctional agents was ascribed to their ability to 
cross-link fibrous macromolecules essential for . cell division (Goldacre, 
Loveless & Ross, 1949), They suggested that two ay1ting groups per 
molecule were required so that the tholecule reacted at two separate points. 
Alexander, Cousens & staey (1957), using nitrogen mastad derivatives, 
denionstra'ted crosslinkage of DNA molecules both free and in association 
with protein, and found that bifunctional ,agents showed: a much greatez' 
effeotvenes S. 
Brookes & awley (1960) established the mode of action of 
mustard gas with nucleic acid at low doses in vitro and in vivo, and this 
was shown to apply to a variety of afl1ating agents (Brookes & Lawley 
1961). it was found that the most reactive site for aarlation in DNA 
Was the N-7 atom of guafli,n moieties (Lawley 1957a; Lawley &W11ic1c,. 
1957), and it was confirmed that,this was the site of alIrlatici under 
conditions when.'Only the most reactive site was attacked, ie,, at low 
degrees of allcylation in vitro and in vivo (Brookes & Lawley, 1960). 
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Sinilar alirlation occurred in in Vitro experiments with 'tobacco mosaic 
virus RN (raenkel-Conrat, 1.961), and Ehrlich asôitesturnour cells 
(ROZIDSn & Davison, 1961).. it is i4fioan4 to note that Nakajixna & 
Pullman (1958) showed that the N'ii.7 atom of guanine is the most nueleo 
phillo centre not involved in hydrogen bonding in the Crick-Watson model 
of DNA.. 
Earlier, in anin vivo experineit,. hawley & Brookes (1959) 
had injected. mustard gas into mice bearing 7 daY old as0tes tumours. 
After 15 minutes the tumour cells were removed and fz'aOtiozi ted.' in 
order to Obtain the RNA DNA,. and protein components., AU1ation of 
guanine moieties was the only reaction shiàh coü]4 be established by 
pe.per chro tography and autoradiogrephy of acid. i*2satea. A 
comparison was then mde.in  vitro between Ittylers,  a weakly reactive 
bifunctional agenti half sulphur mustard, a h1 	reactive mOo 
functional agent,: and mustard gas, a hiily ,  reactive bifunctional 
agent (Brookes & Lawloy,, 1561 ) • With regard to ttAotion with nucleic 
acids, the only difference between the two .mustars was found to be 
that the mustard gas yielded in addition to 74a21r1guanine, a cross.* 
linked guanine product dia(-guanin..7..3t1)  ethyl suLpl4d. 
Following the initial all<ylation of DA, further slow 
chemical changes occur at neutral pH. The aiirlated gua ee split 
off (Lawley & Wallik 1957; hawley,. 4957b; Brookes & hawley, 1961) 
and fission of the sugar phosphate chain begins1  the latter process 
continuing for many days after treatment. 
If the difference in biological effect is to be ascribed 
to a difference in the way they react with nuolejo acids, then the 
formation of the di-(7 guaniy].) d.erivative  Musti.be-,-of ixrrportance. 
Examination of. the Crik.i.Watson model. of DNA. shows, that two guanine 
moieties on opposite strands of the twinspiral. of Nk could be linked 
by an a11p1 chain of four or five atomsj provided at the sequence of 
bases along the DNA emin, was guanine-cytosine in one direction only,, 
i.e., so that one 'guanine molecule would be within the required distance 
of another on the other strand., '!z. 
Other evidence that the oroaB-linking of the twin strands of 
DNA. by bifunctional a].kylatiOn does occur has been obtaineds, the most 
direct being that the proceSs of 1tnatti" of denatured DNA. is more 
nearly reversible with DNA. treated with a bifunctional aflrlating agent 
than with untreated. DNA. (aeid.usohek, 1961; Lawley 	as reported in 
Lawley & Brookea, !963). The process Of denaturation of DNA involves 
heating a solution of it so as to cause a separation of the strands, 
which on cooling do not normally return to 'the double Stranded. structure. 
But if this structure is 'á.nchore. by- 'interstrand Orosslinks, a return to 
the previous state is much more likely. Such an effect visa shown by the 
above authors for DNA treated with the bifunctional agents di.2-ohloroethyl 
methylne and mustard gas, but not with the iuonofunotional agent 2-
chloroethyl 2.-by&roxyethyl sulphide. Also the yield of di..guaninyl 
derivatives decreases in passing from und.enatured. DNA, to denatured DNA 
to RNA., i.e,,. as the extent of the twin spiral type structure decreases. 
Bifunctional al1jlation is also more effective than monofunctional in 
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ausing' a decrease in the molecular weight of DNA (Lwley et al.619.60). 
This latter effect can be explained by the fact that following alkylation 
of DNk by a monofuhdtional, agent at a low extent of.,Alknation,, breaks in 
either of the, twin'stflds of the molecule at separal*d points would occur, 
which would' not lead to a decrease in molecular .w&t but when a bi-
functional agent Was used cross-linkage between the '.strands would eventually 
-give-rise to complete breaks and thus cause a 'decrease in molecular weight 
of the DNA. 
Mutagenic effecta of a)tlatiou can bö ttributed to the 
aplitting off of 7-allcylguanine products from allated. MA.. Following 
deletion of allrlated guanine it is possible that the strand of DNA 
affected could still serve as a template for duplication, yielding a DNA 
identical with the. original e*ept for loss of a gea.ni,eoytosine pair of 
bases. This would constitute mutation by loss. If. a repair mechanism is 
envisagea, then the substitution of.  an incorrect babe could be proposed 
as 'a mechanism for mutation. This aubjeot is dealt with more fully in 
the discussion. 
It has been claiaed that, bifu2tctional agents are more efficient 
chromosome b'eakeft because of their ability to . erc,ss..linlc DNA (Fabiry & 
.1961). However it is kaown'that some monofu=otjonal agents are 
capable of breaking chx. aomes,1  e.g. 3..pz'Opiolaptone (Smith & Srb, 1951), 
and ethylene ..cidO (Nakao & Auèrba.h,. 1961 ).. Thus nnofunctional alIrl.. 
ating agents are included, in the chemicals used in this investigation So, 
that the nature of the genetic changes induced by them can be compared 
with those of the bifunctional agents. A full list of all the chemicals 
used is given in the Materials & Methods Section. 
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The fact that some monofunctional a1irIating agents are 
as efficient as bifunctional ones in chromosome breaking ability (Nakao 
& Auerbach, 1961; Ale2th5x' & Gtnges. 196)+) means that the relative 
xnutagenio efficiency of the two types of chemical is by no means clear. 
No Qualitative difference has been found between them although it has' 
been claimed that quai±tatve differences exist (PaIny & PaImLy 1961).. 
In an atteupt to clarify the situation, one phenomenofl which 
might have an important connection with the action of a]rlating agents 
is also investigated. Herskowitz 0955.,, 1956) fret discovered that when 
mature Drosophila sperm were treated with trietbylene melamine (a poly 
functional al1lating agent) and stored for periods of up to two weeks in 
females, the frequency of induced translOcations rose steeply while the 
recessive sex.lied lethal frequency remained essentially the same as 
did. X.ohromosome loss. Using nitrogen mustard,, Schalet (1955) obtained 
similar results. However,, as' the sperm were tt'eated in the females by 
means of postopuIatozy vaginal doüchea., it is possible that indirect 
effects due to the cytoplasm or ovaries also being affected. may have 
arisen.. Evidence of this is shown by the fact that Schalet (1956) 
obtained a translocation between a paternal and a maternal chromosome 
in a Storage experiment. 
In 1963 Snyder carried. Out a similar experiment in order to 
see if point mutations and chromosome breaks responded differntiy to 
storage, He treated DroSophila males with triethylene melamine, and 
mated them  to 'females in which the sperm were stored for six days. 
This ellmliiated the possibility of the maternal tissue being affected 
by the chémical 	After the storage period, he found that the frequency 
Of translocations had risen sharply, while the sex-.linkea lethal 
frequency had risen to a lesser extent,, This increase in lethals vms 
correlated with a relati$ increase in translocation frequency in any 
one experiment,, and on the assumption that sSx..linked lethals related to 
chroñOsOme breakage would be eipected to increase' in the same proportion 
as tranlocations, approximate agreement was Obtained when the proportion 
of bzea1age-2elated. lethals was estimated: from the data in his experimental 
series., His data wexe consistent with the hypothesis that Ohoflosome 
breakage, but not point mutations, increased during 'the storage period. 
This hypothesis is substantiated by the fact that Slizynaka (unpublished) 
eéd cytologically translocations induced before and after storage 
and, found that after storage there were more breaks per translocation. 
Since triethylene melamine is a polyfunctional alkylating 
agent, capable of cross-linking DNA as described above, it was decided to 
carry out a series of experiments sithilAr to Snyder's, using ethylene mime, 
a mbnofunotiOnal agent olozeiy related to triethylene melamine, in order to 
see if the Storage effect was related in anyway to the 5tr6tures of the 
two chemicals. 'Sine the technique was slightly modified 'and. different 
stocks of Drosophila used, the trethylene melamine experiment was repeated 
for comparison. (The results of this series of experiments have already 
been published. (Watson, 1964.) ). 
A number of sex-linked lethals obtained in pre. and post-
stored broods after treatment with triethylene melamine were examined 
cytologically for the presence of large rearrengenients, the post?-stored 
ones having first been located so that small deficiencies could.' also be 
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1oced for.•• This  cytoLOLea1 part of the investigation form8 a 
V.... 	'coroUazy to the stOrae .experirnnte,. and was. carried out ui c. Lx to 
• 	OM•• whether the number Of lethais associated with cIu.gOme 




MATERIALS AND MHODS 
I. STOCKS 
(a) The Oregon-Y, Stock 
This is a wild-type stock of Drosophila nielanógaster which 
has been kept in this laboratory for many years, its spontaneous mutation 
rate is known to be about O.. 
(b)The 0-4:bw:st Stock 
This stock was used.to test simultaneously for sex-linked 
lethals and tmnslocations involving the 1!, II and. III chromosomes. The 
Si. 49 genotype of the X-chromosome as 	 8 	It includes the long 
inversion 	within which is contained the. inversion in 9, The entire 
X-chromosome is inverted and has the recessive marker yellow () at its 
base. The two inversions inhibit crossing-over along the whole length 
of the X..chromoaome. In addition the seOond chromosome carries the 
recessive, marker brown () and the third carries the recessive marker,  
scarlet (n). 
(a) The 0-1 Stock 
This stock was used, for the detection of sex-linked lethala.: 
It is similar in genetic constitution to the above stock except that it 
carries no recessive autosainal marker genes, 
(a) The bw:st Stock 
This stock was used for the detection of translocations. 
The aut.osomal recessive maxcers bw and at are carried on the second and 
third chromosomes respectively. 
(e) The Muller-5 Stock (M'5) 
This stock was used to carxy lethals which were to be 
located, 	Its X-chromosome carries the dominant marker Bar () and 
the recessive marker apricot (), and has two inversions, the so S1 
inversion and inversion-S,, the latter being included in the former. 
These inversions completely inhibit crossing-over along the whole 
length of the X-chromosome. The formula of the stock can be written as 
Si 	w 8 
(1) The Soar Stock 
This stock was used for the detection of sex-linked lethals. 
In the males of the stodko, the X..chromosome carries the recessive markers 
saute (a), out (at ), vermilion 	forked. (b, and. carnation (car).. 
The stock is maintained by crossing the males to attached.-X females 
of the genetic constitution v f:=. 	The location of the five markers 
on the 'chromosome is shown' on the following diagram. 
	
so 	at v f car 
0.0 20 33 56.7 62.5 
(g) The I w Stock 
Males from this stock were crossed with females hetero-
zygous for a sex.linked lethal so that the P, larvae required. 'for 
ology could be recoisea and at the same time be transferred to a 
stock with a straight Xchromosome. The stock carries the recessive 
markers yellow (z) and white () on the X-chromosome. 
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II. TREA21ENT 
in all the experiments, only adult Oregon-K males were 
treated..- They were collected, when they were about 6 hours old and then 
kept at 25°C until they were two days old, when they were then treated. 
This ensured that the flies were of similar age and had had- as.-uniform 
a developnent as possible. Kaplan (1954), using mustard gas, føund a 
variation in dominant lethality between flies which were one day old 
and flies which were seven days old at the time of treatment., the older 
flies Showing a higher frequency. The frequency of Sex-linkea letháls 
was not significantly different, but his results do show that some age 
effect does exist. 
The chemicals used in this investigation were adrnin3tered 
either by injection or by feed.g. The techniques were as follows:-
(a) njeotion 
The injections were carried out by means of a .han.dre,wn 
micropipette fitted with a rubber bulb and held firmly in a clamp. The 
flies were etherised, and using a pair of fine watch-maker's fOrCep8 
one was picked up by the wings close to its body and bz'ought against the 
tip of the pipette. A gentle pressure caused the tip to enter the soft 
lower abdomen 1 and then approximately 0.2 .tl. of a solution of the 
chemical was administered. The fly was then withdrawn. If any liquid 
was seen to be escaping from the wound, the fly was discarded. If not, 
it was placed in a fresh vial to recover, 
Carlson & Oster (1962) injected flies with methylOneblue 
and found, that most of them lost some of it as shown by the fact that 
spots of the dye were found on the side of the food vials. For this 
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reason it was not deemed necessa to measure with great accuracy the 
amount of chemical injected into each fly. Instead, one fly was injected 
with exactly 0. 2il by means of an Agla micrometer syringe before the 
experiments were begun, and the degree of swelling of the abdomen noted. 
This vas used as a guide for all the other flies-injected. - 
The 
lies injected.
injections were carried out under a binocular dissecting 
microscope of magnification 15X, and the chemicals were dissolved. in O.' 
saline. 
(b) Peeding  
This particular methpd of adult feeding was first. used. by 
?elecanOs and. Alderson (1963). Double layers of filter paper 'were placed 
at the bottom of half-pint milk bottles and a few drops of a solution of 
heát.killed yeast dropped on the centre of them. The paper was then 
saturated with a 5%  solution of glucose containing the desired. concen-
tration of the chemical,, and the Oregon-K males allowed, to feed on' this 
for the required length of time. 'During this time the filter paper was 
kept wet by the addition of a few. drops of the glucose solution from' tine 
to time. The chemicals aam1n4stered in this manner were diethyl sulphate, 
heliotrine,, and dimethy]. nitrosamine, 
III. BREEDING TECHNIQUES 
The treated males were mated individually to three virgin 
females of the j,-kw; stock, 2 hours after treatment in the case of 
the injected flies, and immediately in the case of the fed. flies. After 
three days the males were mated again to fresh virgins and this was 
repeated every three days until four or five three day broods had. been 
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obtained. The virgins used in the second and third broods served. only 
1 aS conctzbines. utilising the sperm of the males. This continual sexual 
activity of the males meant that progressively younger germ cells were 
sampled in each successive brood.. The progeny of the firsti fourth and 
fifth broods were tested according to the genetical taste OUt1JLOd below 
and in some cases only the first and fourth broods were teste. Only males 
which had given progeny in all broods were tested. The temperature 
throughout was 25°C 
The technique In the storage experiments was to prevent the 
• 
Pi. females from laying eggs over a period of six days. This. -vas done in 
the following manner, At the end of the third day the females (also. of the 
stock) were placed in vials containing a food medium consisting 
of $ agar and 	sucrose. The vials were then kept at 25°C.  underneath 
an electric fan which prevented the food from becoming StiCky. After 
three days the females were transferred to fresh vials of the same food 
where they remained for the last three days of storage. Eg&laying was 
almost completely inhibited on this medium, and the survival rate was 
about 75%. After storage the females were placed on normal food medium 
and allowed to lay again for up to three three day periods IM oder 'to 
obtain as many progeny as possible. 
The treated males used in these experiments were either 
discarded after the pre-stored period or later broods were obtained from 
them for testing as above. The pre-stored and post-stored broods were 
tested for sex-linked lethals and. translocations. 
IV.. GEI'IETICAL TESTS 
Test for recessive sex-linked. lethals 
The P1 females were used. for the sex-linked lethal test. 
They were mated. to males of the Oi stock, two males to each female. 
As the F1 males also carried the 0-I chromosome, the females did not 
require to be virgin. The P2  cultures were scored for lethals and the 
absence of wild-type males indicated. the presence of one. The mating 





0-1 males: 	: 
() = treated 
Xchromosonie. 
yellow 	wild-type 
body (dies if lethal) 
Cultures containing ten or more yellow body and no wild-type 
males were scored as lethals. Doubtful Oases were retested by mating the 
wildte females to 001 males and scoring the progery as before.. 
Test for trans].ocations involving the Y,,  II and. III chromosomes 
The F. males were used for the translocation test. These 
males, which had an untreated. X-chrginosome, a treated Y"ohromosome,, and 
were heterozygous for treated. II and III chromosomes,. were mated individ-
ually to two virgin females of the bw;st stock. The F2 cultures were 
examined without etherisation under the binocular microscope, and any 
doubtful culture was etherised and examined more closely,,, 
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If no translocation had occurred.,, the F culture would 
consist of four phenotypic classes in equal proportions 'expected by 
Mendelian segregation; namely wild.type, 'brovm, scarlet, and brown 
scarlet (white). If a translocation had occurred between the:- 
II and III chromoscmes only wild-type and brown scarlet flies 
would. 'be found.. 
Y and II ohronLpsOmes, all males would be wild-type and brown,. 
while the females would be scarlet and brown scarlet. 
Y and III chromosomes, all males would be wild-type and scarlet, 
while the females would be brown and brown scarlet. 
Y, II and. III chromosomes, all males would be wild-type and all 
females brown Scarlet. 
Markers in the chromosomes involved behave as though they 
were linked. The gametes which receive an unbalanced chromosome set from 
the males carying a translocation would produce inviable zygotes, while 
balanced gametes would form a new linkage relationship for, genes located 
within the translocated. region. Schemes showing the method of detection 
of a translocation between II and. III and. between Y and II are outlined 
in figures la and Ib. 
All presumed translocations were confirmed by mating the 
wild-.type males to bw;st virgins and scoring as above. 
(c), Location test for sex-plinked lethals 
Since the lethals to be located were kept balanced against 
the Cal chromosome, females heterozygous for the lethal had first to be 
crossed to Ma5 males, so that the lethal could be balanced against the Ma5 
gure I a Scheme Showing the d.etection of a transiooation 
between Ohromosomes II and. III. 
Scheme showing the detection of a trausloestion between (a) chromosomes II 
and III and (b) y and II. 
P6 (treated) 
	
x 	+iLl 	IIIet 	 X 	 bw11  - - --------- x - - 
'. 	 - ;t 	 -	 - ----- - 
0-1; ha; at S 
(a) 
If a translocation has been produced the resulting F male will be 
heterozygous for it:- 
5b 	+st 
bw 
At meiosis balanced and unbalanced gametes are formed. w.r.t. II and III 
Gametes:- 
(a) 	Balanced 	 (ii) 	Unbalanced due to thiplication in one 
chromosome and a deficiency in the other. 
bw 	 bw 	 bw 
;1ri---;-s 	 - 
ha 	at 
+ * 	 at 	 at 
• 	 *hw 	+st 
On Fertilisation, only the balanced zygotes survive, therefore sham the F6 
is crossed with a bw; at virgin 5, only the following progeny are found 
bw 	- 	at 	 bw' 	 --t 
bw 	 a 	 ha 
- ha 	at 	 . 	 ha at - + + + 	+ 
at - . __........ 
bw 	 ha 	 at 
is wild type and white flies only are found. 
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Figare lb Scheme showing the detection of a trànslOcatlon 
bötweer bhro63omeS Y and ii. 
(b) 
If a trausincation has been produced the F dciii be:— 
at 
a 	 II 
At meiosis, balanced and unbalanced gametes are formed w.r.t. 
X, Y and II 	 . 
(i) Balanced 	 (ii) Unbalanced 
*bw 	 - 	+bw —v- . 
only the following progeny are found after crossing the Pd to a be; at virgin I. 
	




* t 	TV 	 - be 	
+° 
+-- 	w 	 - 
wild—type and scarlet dd only. 	 whitood brawn TV only. 
chromosome inStead. This was necessary as the M-5 chromosome. carries 
the dominant marker Bar 'which enables easy identification of a M.5/lethal 
female. The transfer had to be ôarried out over two enerntions as it 
was not possible to distinguish between M-.5/lethal flies and M5/0.1 flies 
without crossing the P1 females individually to M.5 males and examining 
the progeny. If only M5 males were produced then the P1 female must 
have been M*5/lethal. In that case,, the heterozygous Bar daughters, 
which would again be 1,&.5/lethal,. were used for the location test. 
Virgins 'were crossed to scar males, and the P1 non-Bar females (Scar/lethal) 
'wer'crossed to Mi5 males. 400'500 P2  males were scored .for orossing.over 
in respect to the five maxcèrs. From the types of fly obtained the lethal 
could be placed in one of the four regions into which the X-chromosoine 'is 
'dided by the five marker genes. The exact location was determined from 
'the number of flies showing one of the two markers limiting 'this region. 
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The above data shwa that the lethal lies between vermilion 
and fked,. as this region ôontalita the co ernenta crossOver classes. 
From the number of males it is possible to calculate the pit.on of the 
lhi and its standard error. The more males in one class the nearer 
the lethal is to that marker. 
Single cross-overs Double cross-overs 	Total 
23 	 3 	 26 
4V 	 87 	 18 	 jQ 
The region between vermilion and forked which is 23.7 Oross-
auér units long is divid.d in the ,retio 105/26. The. lethal .3 'thus located 
as foflOws: 
Distance between vermilion and lethal 	105.X 23.7. 
131 
= 18.9 
Thus distance from lethal to fotked 	= 1..8 
Standard Error 	 /.8X 18.9 4 x4 0.63 
131 
Therefore lethal is located, at 51,9 083. 
V. LIST OF CIM CAL MUTAGES USED 
The chemical mutagens used in this investitiQn ar listed 
below, along With their structure. PreVious results obtained with them 
are &teoussed at more length in the Results and. Discussion, 
(a.) MOnofuxtotional alky].ating agents 




This cheniioal was first tested. for imitagenic effects in 
DsOthila by Rapoport (m  7j. 1961). Experiments by Pe1eCazo8 & Alderson 
(1963) nd. Alderson & Pelecanos (1 964a,,  b) showed that it was a very 
effective, rnutagen in spermatozoa, an reasonably effective, in sperinatogonia. 
Since it is not miscible with water,, 33  alcohol was used in the feeding 
treatment ixatead. of water in order to disperse the globules otherwise 
• formed. It was obtained from British Drug Houses Ltd. 




Clark (1960) and PastSS.k (1962) found a1' DMIA ws' 
mtitagenic in Rrosophila,. They administered it by injection, and found 
that it had a strong sterilising effect. SinOe Clark (1963) had found that 
the sterilisingefTect Of heliotrine was lessened by feeding it to adults 
rather than injecting it, it was decided to use this method, and it was 
found that it was successful in producing mutations in 	and post.. 
metotic stages,, although a, aterilising effect still was apparent. The 
DNA used hGre was kindly given by Dr. P.N. Magee. 
3. Ethylene Tmi (Er) 
/X\ 
H2C - 
This chemical was obtained from L. Light & Co. Rapoport 
(19147) first showed. that El was mutagenic in Drosophila,, and .since then 
many Other investigators have ahfl it to be a. potent mutagen. 
4.. Qinacrine Mustard (IcR 100) 







This chemical was kindly sent by Dr. E.A. Carlson. The 
workof Ostér& Pooley (1960) and Carlson & Ostex (1961, 162) showed 
that this monoftthctionai agent showed. a strong xmitagenio effect on pre-
a.ni. post.meiOtio stagesn Drosophila. 
(b) titMotional a].kylating agents 
Diepoxybutane (DEB) 
Buttene d.tepoxide 
CE -CH.'-C=CR 27 \/2 
0 	0 
This is a well known mutagen in Drosophila (Bird,. 1950; 
Bird & Fabny, 1952; and. others). It was Obtained, from COlubiaOrgamio 
Chemicals Co. Inc. 
Triethylene melamine (MM) 
2:4.: 6itri..( etiyieneimino)-f :3 :5-tria sine 





This chemical was obtained. from Imperial Chemical In&ustries.. 
Its mutagenic properties have been shown in numerous experiments (Fabn 










Heliotrine is a pyrrolizidine alkaloid, isolated. from 
HeliotroDum europaeum. The sample usedhere was kindly sent by 
Professor A.M. Clark, who in 1959 was the first to demonstrate its 
mutagenic activity in Drosophila. 
It is known that heliotrine is probably responsible for 
liver damage in sheep (Bull, 1955),  that it can produce liver tumour's 
in rats (Schoenta]. & Head., 1955; Schoental & Magee, 1955) and. 
chromosome breakage in FLants (Avanzi, 1961) and rat intestinal epi-
thelium (Bull, in Culvenor et a].. 1962) as well as being mutagenic in 
Drosophila. It can thus be said that there is a. resemblance between the 
alkaloid and the biological al1rlating agents which also give rise to 
mutagenesis,. chromosome breakage, and carcinogenesis, and it is. thus 
possible that this similarity in biological properties is reflected, in 
a similarity of mechanism of action. It was suggested by Culvenor et a].. 
(1962) that as the pyrrolizidine alkaloids are aThylio esters, they might 
be able to function as al1ylating agents by a mechanism involving alkylai 
rgen fission of the alkyl linkage, viz. 
..39.i. 
The basic formula of an alkaloid such as heliotrj.n jS 
Ythere R' H, OH,. or O.-acyl; 	= alkyl group. 
The reaction would result in the displacement. of the anion 
LCO by a nucieophilic group 
or 
This would give either: 
C RUJFIZ  
A close parallel exists in several knobin a].kyiating agents 
which are esters and can react by the same mechanism., e.g. (3..prepiolactone 
(Ingold, 1953)  and the alky].sulphonic esters such as' Mylera (Davies & 
Kenyon, 1955). Culvenor et al. demonstrated in vitro that heliotriné reacted 
with a nucleophilic molecule as an a4cylating agent, and pre1trniiaxy expez. 
iniénts showed that it also reacted with cysteine. It is possible that the 
high degree of protection given by oysteine against chromosome breakage in 
Allium roots (Avanzi, 1961) might be due to preferential recombination with 
cyateine. It must he pointed out that the reactions of haliOtthe as an 
a].kylating agent are of a much lower order than those of the classical 
alkylating agents, and since in the present experiments helotrine produced 
mutation frequencies comparable to those of the alkylating agents,, it is 
possible that it acts by some other mechanism also. 
(a) Streptonin (SN). 
0tH3  
It was decided to carry out a small pilot 'experiment with 
this chemical in Drosophila after Cohen et al. (1963) found that it 
showed xna'ked chromosome breaking abilities in cultured human léucocy'tes. 
It was iaoleted from Streptoes flocculus by Rao & Cullen (1959). 
The.sample used here was obtained from Charles Pfizer & ;Co. 
VL. CYTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 
Females carrying a sex-linked lethal balanced against the 0,1 
ohroiosómO were crossed tow males.* Yellow Can be distinguished in the 
larval stages as flies homozygous for the marker have brown mouthparts 
compared with the black ones of the wild-type. Sine the progeny of the 
above cross consists of 0.1 males which are yellow, 0*11y W females which 
are also yellow,, and 1etha2,/!  females which are wild-type in body colour,, 
the larVae of the latter type, which are the ones required for cytology,, 
Can be easily recognised., Also, as the 0,1 Chromosome carries two 
inversions, the outoxvssing to y a also puts the lethal over a chromosome 
free of any such rearrangement that would make cytological examination 
more difficult. 
The salivary glands of the larvae were dissected Out in a 
drop of solution made up of R HC]. in 0. NaC].. This solution greatly 
facilitates the dissection of the glands and the removal Of the fat bodies 
from them. The glands were then transferred to a drop of stain which was 
aceto.carmine in the case of the pre.-stored lethais, and. aeto-orcein 
(containing 2C lactic acid.) in the case of the post-stored lethals after 
it had been found to give a better result. The time of staining was five 
minutes in ácetâu.carrnine and twenty to twenty five minutes in aceto.orcein. 
The glands were then squashed wider an albuxninised cover.slip On a slide 
which had beenpreviously siliconised by immersing it in "Silicone 
Repelcote". The preparation was then examined under the microscope 
and if aatisfactoxy, transferred to a slide jar containing 95 alcohol. 
The cover-slip floated free in a short time,, and the preparation was made 
pennanent by taking it through three changes of absolute alcohol, two 
thaflges of xylol , and mounting it in Canada Balsam*  





I • 	GENETICAL RESULTS- '
Before being considered as a whole,, the results obtained 
with each chemical are dealt with in turn below. 
Triethylene melamine 
Two experiments were carried out. using TEM, and both gave 
similar results, which are summarised. in Table 1. After it was found in 
the first experiment that 1% lethala and no translocations were found in 
brood (e), only broods (a) and. (a) were tested in the second experiment. 
The overall mutation rate was lower than that obtained in previous 
experiments using the same Concentration of the mutagen (Redd.i & Auerbach, 
1961; Snyder, 1963), but this could have been due to the fact that 
different strains of Drosophila were used or the age of the TEM when 
administered. It is however quite clear that a dose of TEM producing an 
average of 2.3% letha].s in brood (a) gave rise to 0.. 15% translocations.,. 
i.e. in cells that were spermatogonial at the time of treatment. 
Ethylene imine 
The results of the El experiments are summarised in 
. Table 2. In experiment I 'where the dose was 1.2  x 10 -2  M the frequency 
of lethals in brood (a) was 3,4%, decreasing to 2,7%  in brood (a). The 
lethal frequency in brood (a) is in good agreement with that obtained by 
Alexander and' Granges (1 961f), who found 3.5&) lethals using the same dose. 
However, these authors found 2.07% translocations compared with 0.65% in 
experiment 1. It was decided to repeat the experiment using double the 
dose to try to produce a greater effect even though the first dose 
produced 0.1 translocations in birood (a). This second concentration 
14. 
was more effective in brood (a)- producing 7;,,+7o lethals and. 1.5%. trens-
loôations., but prduee& almost the seine effect in brood. (a) as the first 
experiment (2.6% lethala and 0.26% trans locations) ,, an interesting result 
for' one would expect •hiier frequencies after the increased. dose. 
(c) 'Heliotrine 
As previously mentioned,. Clark (1 95) demonstrated the 
mutagenic aotvi'r of hoiiotz'ine in Drosophila. In these first experiments, 
he found that. two sensitive periods appeared to exist after injection of 
adult males with O. (o.00IM),, one in brood (a) and one in brood (a)... 
He also found a sterilising effect,, obtaining low numbers of prggery in 
the late broods. The chemical 'seemed to block the maturation of immature 
germ cells,. so that as soon as the available spermatozoa and spexmatid.s had 
been utilised., the males' breeding capacity was severely reduce although 
'they remained alive and active for up to 'three weeks after treatment. These 
findings of Clark were confinned in the first heli.otrine experiment, when 
approximately the, same concentration was used. As can be seen in Table 30  
the frequencies of sex-link5d lethals in broods (a) and (a) were 5.5% and 
6.6% respectively, while 0.6% tranalocations were produced in (a) and none 
in (a), the latter result being probably due to the fact that only a small 
number of chromosomes were tested owing to the sterility of the treated. males. 
Brood (e) was completely sterile. After Clark (1963) had found that by 
reducing the dose considerably in one experiment, and feeding the heliotrine' 
to the-adult males in another, one peak of sensitivity was found in the 
fourth brood, it was decided to use the same methods, and the results of 
these two experiments are shown in Table 2. Since Clark 'used. two day broods 
4.5 10, 
instead of three day ones as in. his first experiments, the peak of 
aenajtivity probabi courred in brood. (c),, but nevertheless areasonabie 
xnutagenio effect was produced in itxvod. (a) and in brood (e) in the third. 
experinent. Again no progeny was obtained in brood. (o) in the second 
expex±3nt althoui in brood (a) a reasonable number of progeny were 
obtained,, which gave rise to 6.5 ].çthals and 0.181 trailocatc.. In 
the third experiment, the lethal and translocation frequencies are alnost 
the same in broods (a.) and. (e),. This suggests that spermatozoa and sperm. 
atogonia are equally sensitive to the mutagenio action of heI otrine when 
it is administered by feeding, but the data are too small to. draw any 
definite conclusions 
(a) Diepoxybutane 
One experiment was carried out using DES, and the, results 
are summarised in Table 4.. They agree well with the results obtained. by 
Bird &'amr (1953), who used the same concentration. The most interesting 
finding was that the letha)Jtrenalooation ratio showed the smallest increase 
from brood (a) to brood (d) of all the chemicals tested.. 
(e) Quinacrine mustard 
It was decided to test this chemical after it had been found 
to exert a strong mutagenio effect on spex'matogox4a as well as spermatozoa 
(Carlson & Oster, 1962). The vesults summarised in Table 5, show that ICRICO 
produced the highest lethal frequency in spennatogonia of all the zautagens 
tested.. (18.8)) as well as being very effective in spermatozoa, where the 
lethal frequency was 	Despite these high frequencies of lethals,,. 
ICRI 00 proved to be a very poor chromosome breaker,, producing no rearrange-
ments in broods (a) or (a). One txanslocation was found in brood (e), which 
- is suzpri8ing, since the other chemicals producing rearrengemnts at this 
stage also. produced them in  mature germ. cell stages Snyder & Oster (1964)   
4so found that ICRIOO was a poor chromosome breaker. They obtaified, o. 2W. 
trans].ocations along with 12.2 lethals using the sane dose. This was in 
mature sperm, so perhaps the fact that no tz'anslocations were foind in 
brood (a) in the present eqeriment. is because the number of dhMwsome 
sets tested was insffiCient4 
(t) Dirnethy].nitrosamine 
The re4ts Of, two ezpez'iuents using DA. are sumnarised in 
Table 6, In the first experiment, using a 0,13 x 10M concentration fed 
to adilt males, the later broods were completely sterile,, although the 
treat5d. males remained alive and. active. On reducing the close to 
0.6 x I QM f9rtility was regained, but not until the fifth brOod when 
A frequency of iQ.7f •sex.-li*ed lethalz was produced. It is aso seen 
from the results that no translocations whatsoever were produce. 
Clark (1960) injected a 10% solution Of DNNA, àd. teeted. 
five tha'SO day broods for the production of sex.ilinkSd lethals and, obtained 
progeny from all the broods., although the numbers were very small indeed.. 
The frequencies be obtained were 	11 .:, 6..4, 	and 1,611forespeotive].y. 
The toxicity was also high in his experiment, oLy 2C1) of the treated males 
survi'iig. 
'on the results obtained her, t appears as if D11NA 
exerts a kiii4e effect upOn. spermatids, seiixtooteS1  and. late Sperna.. 
togonia1, but that the early speznatogonia represented in brood. :(e) are, 
partly resistant to this effect. 
4.7 . 
'1 
(g) Dietiwl sulphate 
When a 0.5% concentration of DES was fed to adult males, the 
Sane concentration as that used. by Pelecazios & Alderson (1962),, it was found 
to be completely toxic to the flies, and not until the dose was reduced to 
0,:%. did sufficient flies suz'vie the treatment.. The results are shown in 
Table 7., It seen that the chemical induced a poor response in late broods, 
although .10% lethals were produced in brood (a)4 No tranalocatio's were 
found in any brood,. and. it was not considered worthwhile to carry out any 
more experiments using this chemical., 
Recently Al6erson & Pelecanos (i 964b) investigated the 
sensitivity Of the Drosophila testis to DES and found that sperinatogonia. 
gave a sex,-linked lethal rate of about 2.3% after treatment With .0.5%, 
They 'also found that no rearrangements were produced in any stage, agreeing 
with the results. of this investigation, and those of Heiner et al., (1960) 
in barley. 
(11) Streptonix-in 
The results of the pilot experiments With SN are summarised 
in Table 8.; The most ati'iking feature of the results is the strong sterilising 
effect even at the ]ow concentrations used. In the first experiment,, using a 
concentration of I x 1O'M, the males were completely sterile by the third 
brood, and, fertility was not recovered. This sterility and the low numbers 
of progeny .obtained in brood (a) . indicate that SN has a strong icLVRng effect 
on all stages of spermatogenosis., The fact that only 1.1% lethal S and. 0.5% 
tranalocations were produced in brood (a) is very puzzling, for with such a 
sterilising effect many more mutations would be expected.. A dominant lethal 
test would help to elucidate this point. 
M.- 
Men a reduced dose of I x 1e-9m-was injeoted.,, progeny 
was obtained from broods (a), (a.) and. (e), but the mutation rates were 
very low. However one trenalocation was produced in brood (e), although 
the lethal rate was below control values. 
Cohen et a, (1963),studying the effect of SN 'on cultured 
human leucooyte, found that it inhibited mitoses and produced extensive 
chromosome breakage and rearrangements when administered in extreme dilutions 
(io77.1O 9M),, while Kih].man (1 96k.)  fØund it to be a potent Chromosome breaker 
in Vtoia faba at a concentration of iOL It thus seems likely that the 
strong sterilizing effect of SN is due to the fact that the germ cells of 
Drosophila are extremely susceptible to the chemical. Another interesting 
feature is that in the experiments of Cohen .et al. a significant increase 
in the frequency of chromosome aberrations was found. when SN was e4ded to 
the medium as late as two hours before the harvest of the culture. This 
suggests that SN is able to break the chromosomes in the G2  period Of inter.. 
phase, i1e. after DNA. synthesis. 
General consideration of results 
Only four of the chemicals used produced tranalocations in 
both spermatozoa and spermatogcaiia, namely TEM. El., heliotrine, and. DEB. 
In addition, ICRIOO produced one trailalocation in spermatogO4i cells. 
All the frequencies obtained in spermatogonla were low, ranging from 0.15o 
to 0.3, and the results show that the chemicals producing the highest 
frequencies of translOcations in spermatozoa did not necessarily do the 
same in spermatogonia). stages. For example, the second. El experiment 
produced. 2.5 translocations in brood (a) and 0.263 in brood. (a), while the 
4.9. 
third heliotrine experiment gave 00 and 0.25 respectively.. 
When the letha/translocátibn ratios in spermatozoa and. 
apermatogonia are compared, i.t increases in each case, but by itaxing 
degrees. It is doubled in the Tt ard heliotrine experiments, trebled in 
the El experiments,,. and increased by-'501'6 in the DEB experiment. One fact 
which Is quite clear from the results 'is that high aex..linked lethal 
frequencies were not reflected in a corresponding] high translocation 
frecjucnoy in any broOd., Indeed all the spermatogonial translooat.iona 
were induced by chemicals which gave 'low lethal frequencies at this stage, 
with the'exoéption of ICRIOO. 
It is also seen from the results that when the monofunctional 
and bifunotional compounds are compared, no real difference mn be made between 
them. The bifunctional agents (TEN and D) both produced lethal3 and trais-
locations, while of the monofunctional agents, El was more effective than the 
bitunotional ones in producing translocationa, ZCRI.00 produced the highest 
lethal frequencies,, and 'DMA, and DES produced no breakage at ail. As 
explained in the Materials section, heliotrine may act as an aikylating 
agent,, though it is by no means certain that it does so. The fact that 
both types of alIrlating. agent can produce similar mutagenic effects gives 
a confusing picture when any attempts are made to differentiate between them. 
However, the results given in the next section show that a difference does 
eat.: 
The storage experiments 
The results of the storage experiments are summarised in 
Tables 9-13 and. in Figure 2. In the TEM and. El experiments, it is seen 
that in the pre.istored period, although much higher concentrations of El 
50.. 
were used,, the. relative. chromosome breaking abilities of the two cc pounds, 
expresse& by the ratio of tra slocations tp recessiveexølir,ed ].ethals. in 
Table 10,.. were approximately the same.. After storage, however,.:  the.  
tranalocatioxVlethal ratio in the TEM exprimenta rose steeply. This was 
due to: the fact that the frequency of translocations increased 8.10 fold-  
while the frequency of lethals rose only by a smafl. amount. The histoam 
in Figu'e, 2 shows clearly the change after storage. This finding, agrees 
wo'U with the, resultsf Syder (1'963), In contrast,? there was no. effect 
of •storage on either the translocailon or lethal frequencies in the El 
exerimonts. This is a most ,important result,, and its siifiOance is 
discussed below. 
There is some evidence iat the environment of the sperm in 
the female might affect the breaks produced in the paternal chromosomes* 
It was shqvn by Bonnier (1954) and Bonnier & IOning (in Muller, .i9)  that 
by, ageing or irradiating eggs,, the manner of reunion of broken chromosome 
pieces brought in by the sperm could be affected. Herskowitz (1958; 1963) 
reported that the physiological condition of the female could influence the 
gross chromosoma. mutation frequency scored from X..rayed. sperm. He found 
that when undernourished females were inseminated, then izdiatod, ar. 
four four day broods taken from them.,, the frequency of traxis locations 
increased over the four broods. It must be pointed out,, howeVerj  that the 
inoz'eaBe he obtained was of the order of 50$ over the four broods compared 
with the 8Qo to 1000/1,'* ncrease found in the present experiments. 
Heraköwitz put forward the hypothesis that the increase in breakage was 
due to some effect of the undernourishment of the females upon the 
rejoining of chromosome ends for, if the females were well nourished 
51. 
throughout, no increase in translocation frequency was found. The P1 
females used in the present experiments were kept well nourished before 
they were mated' to the treated males.,' so presümabi' an effect similar to 
that of Herskowitz would not occur, Even if it did, it would not effect 
the results to any great extent. 
Also it is quite clear that the storage effect is due solely 
to the chemical treatment.. The fact that after treatment with El,, no 
storage effect was found, means that no other factors such as the' condition 
of the females were responsible for any part of the storage effect observed 
in the EEM experiments. This is also confirmed by the results of the 
storage experiment using ICRIOO, the results of which are summarised, in 
Table 13. This chemical, which is a monofunctional al1'lating agent and 
has already been shown to be a very poor chromosome breaker (see Table 5), 
produced no translocations in either the pre- or post-stored periods, while 
the frequency of sex-linked lethals remained the sane. If the period of 
storage caused any chromosome breakage other than might be due to chemical 
treatment, it would be expected that the post-stored brood night produce a 
few'. but it obviously does not. 
Table If gives the frequency of sex-linked lethals and trans.. 
locations in three successive post-stored broods following treatment with 
TEM.' It might be expected that the frequencies would increase with each 
successive brood,, as the sperm has3 been in the females for three days 
longer in each, but there is no significant increase from brood to brood. 
This could conceivably be due to two reasons. Firstly., that the storage 
effect has reached its maximum after six days, or secondly, that the 
resumption of egg-laying by the females affects the sperm in some way, 
52. 
preventing further effects. Snrdex' (1963.) found a smaller storage effect 
t a-  lower teuemture (12.50C) and it seems most likey that the first 
hypothesis is the most plausible. The obvious experiment is to vary the 
time of storage and the temperature at which it is carried out. This would 
help to elucidate this problem. It could be mentioned here that Herskoiitz 
(1955) found a contInuing increase in translocation frequency over five 
three day broods. 
Turning to the nature of the translocations prod.uOed in 
the TER experiments, Table 12 shows that storage produced an equal increase 
in autosonl tinslocatians and in those involving the . 1' chromosome... 
This indicates that there is no' differential effect of storage on either 
the autoomes or the 7 o'hi'omOsome, a result also obtained by Snyder. 
The distribution of translocations in the El experiments is also Constant' 
before and after storage which is expected since no storage effect exists.. 
II CYTOLOGICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the cytological analysis of 19 pre-stored 
and. 20 poststored lethals are given in Tables 14 and. 15. it is seen that 
the only 'type of rearrangement found in the px'e.'atored lethals were three 
inversions, giving a percentage of 15.; while in the post.stored lethals there 
were th*'ee translocations,, four inversions, and two deficiencies (the latter type 
Of change not being scored in the pre.-stored lethals), giving a total percentage 
of 4 	Or 3 when Only the large rearrangements were t aken into consideration. 
Even with the small numbers analysed, it is evident that there is an increase 
in earanemëntsin.:the post.'stored lethals, but it cannot be said with any 
53 
certainty that in the storage experiments the total inórease in lethal 
frequencies after storage is due only to rearrangements. 
The lethals analysed were from experiment M, 2, inwhich 
the frequencies of lethals in the pro... and post tred. periods were 6.7% 
and 8.7% iespeátively.. Taking the above figure of 15. as representing 
the breakage related component among the pre-storéd lethals, the frequency 
of lethals not associated with breakage works out as 5,7%. Naw if the 
increase in lethal frequency after storage is due to lethal rearrangements 
increasing in the same proportion as the translocations (which increased 
from O.to 7,0 in pt. T 2), the formula set out by Se (1963) 
can be used to see if this assumption fits the data. The fa=LU is as 
foUows- 	
L8Xp + (LU 
where L5  = % .poststorea lethals; LU = % pre'stored. lethals; 	% lethals 
due to point mutations; R = % post.stor'ed/prestox'ed translocalione. 
if, L3 is calculated taking x1 as 5.7, LU as 6.7, and. R as 
7.5/0.9, the result is 14$,  compared with the actual result of 8.7%. At 
first sight this seems to indicate that the frequency of lethals does not 
increase according to the above assumption. Severá1. reasons can be put forward 
to try to explain this discrepancy.. Firstly,, the small numbers Of lethals. 
analysed means that the sampling errors are large. Secondly, the X.-chromosome 
in which the lethals are located. might respond in a different-roamer to storage 
than, do the Y-chromosome and the autoaaSs. Third33r, it is alsO possible 
that the chromosome breaks occurring during 'storage do so in such Wanner 
that the proportion of lethal rearrangem te js lower than the prôortion 
obtained. in-pre-stored spermatozoa. 
5'. 
The fact that the actual lethal frequency after øtorage 
is less than ezpedted does mean the obtained, increase can be ep]4ned 
by a rise in lethal tearrangeénts and. not in point mutitionsi which might 
have been the cage had more than iw. lethale been found in the potstored. 
period.. 
• . . 














• tested found. • tested loci • ratio 
found S 
(a) 1' 478 32 6.7 7i8 6 0.8 All 11-Ill 8.4- 
2 	' 74.3 .50 	• 6.7 1666 	• 15 0.9 ill 	lI-Ill 7.4. 
• 4. y-fli 
(ci) 1 74.5 	• 15 	• 2 	• 869 	• 2 0.15 Both IIIII 13.3 
2 783. 20 	• 2.6 •• 	1838., 3 .,0.16'AilIIu.III 16.2' 
'(a) I 4-92 	• 5 1 574 0 	, • • 	• 
Table I Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and. translocatigna. 
- 	in broods (a), (a.) and (e) following treatment with 
lxiO4 M. TrLethylene Melamine. 
Sex-linked, lethal test Translocation test 
• _____ ____ ___ ____________ - 	'Lethal/ Brood Cone, Expt. No.chromo-• No. No.chromo.. No. trans- 
• No, somes lethals somes trans- Type location 
• • tested found tested boa ratio 
found 
(a) 12 x iO 2  i 641 22 3.4 926 6 0.65 5 	11-Ill 5.2 
I y-II 
2.4 x 102 2 715 52 7,3 589 15 2.5 All Il-Ill 2.9 
(a) I.2xlc72 1 220 6 2.7 6101 0.16 	• II -111'  16.8 
2.1 x IC;-2'  2 695 18 	• 2,6 755 2 0.26 Both il-rI: 10.0 
(e) 2.4x10 2 2 512 15 	• 2.9 590 0 
aibLle 2. Frequencies of sex-linked lethala and transbocations in 
broods (a). (a) and (e) following treatment with 
• Ethylene irnine. 




Brood Expt. Nb.chroino- No.,  No.chromo- Nolo trans 
No. sqmes lethals soines trans- 'pe ratio 
tested found tested boa. 
found 
(a) 1. .882k.. 49 5.5 ;;51 6 0.6 511.i.III, 9.1 
I y-III 
2 621 2 3.86 1002 2 0,21 Both il-Ill 183. 
3 . 	613 13 2,.1 559 I 0.18 IIIfl 11.6 
(a). I 24.0 16 	' 6.6 257 0 , 
2 345 	. 24 6.95 540 ' 	1 0.18 , 	il-Ill 38.6 
3 817 42 5.13 805 2 0.25 Both 11-Ill 20.5 




• 3 ' 	505 	' 13 2.57 :668 A o.1 11-Ill 17.1 
The heliotrine was' injected' in Expts.1. and 2, and fed in Expt. 3. The time of feeding was 18 hrs. 
The concentrations used. were Ext.1: .68 x :10M; Expt.2 .31i. x iCr3M; Expt. 3: .2 x 10M. 
Table 3. Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and transbooations 
in broods (a), (a) and (e) following treatment with 
Heliotrine. 
Sex-linked lethal test Tr'anslocation test 
Lethal/ 
Brood. No'.clü'omo- No. No. chromo- No. . trans- 
so.s lethals % somes . trans.- Type bc 
tested found tested boos ratio 
found. 
(a) 359 32. 8.9 54.2 8 1.4.8 7 Il-Ill 6,0 
(d.) 654. 19 2.9 672 2 0,3 Both 9.6 
y-II 
(e) 4.23 7 1.7 539 0 . 
Table '4.. Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and transbocations 
in broods (a), 	and. (e) flfoowing treatment vith 
approx. I x .iO~
d) 
M Diepoxybutane (.15)... 
Brood 














(a) 816 61 7.4.7 654. 0 - 
(a) 822 lii 13.5 801 0 - 
(e) 634. 119 18.8 831 111-Ill 0.12 
Table 5. Frequencies of sex-linked 1.ethals• and trans.-
locations in broods (a),: (a) and (e) 
• 	following treatment with .3.x 10 M 
quinacrine thstaH (.i). 
Sex-linked lethal test Translocatlon test 
No. chrcmio-i Noj No. chrozno No., BXOOd. 
N06 
S0fl158 lethals 'o. somes lethals 
tested found tested found 
(a) 632 4.9 78 676 0 
2 329 18 5.5 619 0 - 
(a) .. 	I Both 
sterile 
2 
(e) I Sterile 
2 419 45 10.7.. 717 0 
Concentrations used: Expt.i : .13 x 10 M approx. 
Expt.2:. .6 x 10 N approx. 
Table 6. Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and trans-
locations in broods. (a),. (a) and. (e) 
following treatment with Dime thylwitrosaxnine. 
Sex-linked. lethal test Translooation test 
Brood. . No. chromo- No. No.. chromo- No. 
somas .].ethals somes 'trans- 
tested found . tested baa 
found 
(a) . 	.614. . 	62. 10 731 0 
(a) . 560 8. 1.43 4.52 0 
(e) 367 	. 4 1.09 303 0 
Time of feeding = 49hrs. 
Table 7 Frequencies of sex-liflked lethals and trans-
locations in broods (a),, (a) and (e) 
following treatment with 1.3 x I (T4  M 
Diethyl Sulphate... 	. 
Sex-linked lethal test Translocation test 
Brood Expt•. No., chromo No,. No. ohromo- No. 
No,. somas lethal somas trans.- 
tested found tested ices 
found 
(a) I 157 2 1.4 203 1 fl-Ill 0,5 
2 397 3 .75 605 0 -. 
 I Sterile  
2 232 2 0,86 668 0 
 I Sterile - -, - - 
2 471 1 :638 1 11-111 0.15 
Concentrations used were: Expt.i : 1 x 16 6  ii approx. 
Expt.1: I x 16 M approx. 
Table 8 Frequencies of s.ex-iinked lethals and trans.. 
locations in broods (a), (d.) and. (e) 
following treatment with the antibiotic 
streptowigrin. 
Sex-linked, lethal test Y-II-III trsns].00ation test 
• Agent Molar Expt., . 	No. chromo. No. . 	No.. chromo- No. 
cone. No. sones léthals somes trans- 
/0 tested fotthd, tested lobs 
fund 
TEM 2x10 1 4.78 32 6,7 718 6 0,8 
Pre- 2 743 50 6.7 1666 15 0.9 
storage ., 
S 595 ., 	38 .6.4. 700 	. 13 1.8 
El 11x 1 2  I 64.1 22 3.4 926 6. 0.65 
. _____ 2.x io_2  2 75. 52. 7,3 589 15 2.5 
TEM 2 x 10 1 204 19 9.3 194 20 10,3 
stonage
POSt 
. 2 84.7 74 8..7 690 52 7.5 
3. 708 86 	. 12,1 959 165 17.2 
• . I x 1(j 2  1 668 	• 23 3.4. 885 7 0,79 
EI  
2 X 10 2  2 452 31 . 6.8 - 	530 	• 12 2.3 
Table-9 The frequencies of trensiocations. and sex-linked lethais in 
rogeriy from TEM and. RI, treated 83 before and after storage 
(6 days at 250c). 
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Figure 2 Histogram showing the lethal and tranBiocation 
frequencies before and. after storage following 
treatment with TEM or EI 

















Agent Exp't. Px'estored. Post-stored. - 
'1 0.12 1,1 
TEM 2 0.13 0.86 
3 0.28 1.1.2 
1 0.19 0,23 
El 
2 0.34. 0.34. 
Table 10t TranslocatioxV'lethal ratios 
before and after storage., 
Sex-linked. lethal test Y-II.III translocation teat 










1 .256 30' 11.8 .379 65 17.1 
2 : 254 	. 34 13.4 . 	'337 55 	'•• 16.3 
3 	: 198 22 11.1 	' 2.3 45 18.5 
Total 708 86 12.1 959 165 17.2 
Table 11. Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and trans-,  
locations in three successive post-stored 	 - 
broods of three-days each. (Storage expt. 
TEN 3). 
Transiocations from Tranz].ocations from 
unstorea sperm stored-sperm Ratio of autosoinal 
Agent to - translocations ' 	. il-Ill 	y-II 	y-III 11-In 	II 	y-iI1 	y-II-III Y translocations. 
Pre 	Post 
TEM 1 .6 	- 	-. 17 	1 	2 	-. 
2 11 	1 	3 1.2 	5 	5 4..7 4.68 
3 11 	.: 1 	1 137 	11. 	12 	2 
196 	20. 	19 	2 
1. 5 	1 	- 6
EI 20 18 2 15 	- 12 	•- 	- 
20 	1 	- 18  (Total 
Table 12. Distribution of translocations detected in the 
storage experiments. 
Sex-linked lethal test Translocation test 
No. chromo- No. No.chromo- No. 
sonies lethals somes trans— 
,tested found tested locs 
found 
Pro-storage 355 28 7.9 574 , 	0 - 
post-storage 737 61 8.3. 695 0 - 
Concentration used: .3 x 10 	I approx.. (.1%). 
Table 13- Frequencies of sex-linked lethals and trans-
locations before and after storage, following 
treatment with ICR .100. (6 dàrs storage at 25°C). 
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Lethal number Location 
Cytological Ana].yia  
No change Tranelooation In'ersion Deficiency 
I f3.48±0.8 + 




.4. 35.6 t 0.78 X.3R 
5.. 14..28± 1.3 + 
6 55.7±0.17 + 
.7 	' 51.9±0.83 + 
9 	, 2.17±0.9 + 
10 19.62 t 0.36 , 	. +  
Ii 0. 25, ± 0.79 + . 
12 23,6 	0.9 + 
. " . 	+ S , 




16 24.4. ± 0.95  
1.7 
* 
, S X-2R 
22 0.68±0.4.7 S . 	+ 




TOTAL 	11 	. 3 , 	4 	2 
of. lethais with 'rearrangements 45 
of lethals with large rearrangements = 35 
Table 14. Cytological analysis of 20 post-stored  
S 	lethals induced, by T.E.M. 
= location test gave indeterminate result,  
r 
( 
No chane Translàcation inversion Deficiency 
16 - 3 - 
of lethaJ.s with rearrangement = 15. 
Table 15. Cytological analysis, of 1.9 pre..storèdd, 
lethals induced by T.E.M. 
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DISCUSSION 
The object of this investigation was to find out whether 
chemicals were superior to X-rays in producing translocations in sperm. 
atogonia, and also to try and find, a difference between the genetioal 
effects of monofunctional and polyfunctional alkylating agents. A. 
positive answer was found to both these problems, and in the following 
di soussionj  as in the h'itrOdnction, they are dealt with separately, 
taking the question of spennatogonial translocations first. 
PART. I 
The hypothesis behind this part of the investigation was 
that chemicals might be able to Overcome the obstacles which prevent 
the production of translocations in spermatogonia by X-.rays, and that 
this hypothesis would be supported if the letha]/transiocation ratio 
following chemical treatment showed a smaller change from spermatozoa 
to spermatogonia than it does after a dose of X-rays. Now there are two 
main difficulties concerning this hypothesis. Firstly, that chemicals 
are known to produce fewer numbers of translocations relative to lethals 
than X-rays, and also that spermatogonia have a law sensitivity to 
mutagenic action in the majority of cases. It was suggested by Auerbach 
(1.951) thAt because certain chemicals produOed potential breaks or delayed 
breakage part of the shortage of translocations might be connected with 
the delayed effect of the mutagens, and Slizynaka (1957)j, following a study 
of formaldehyde induced rearrangements, proposed that potential breaks in 
the, same chromosome tended to open simultaneously and hence favour the 
formation of intrachromosomal breaks above interchromosomal ones. In a 
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later paper1 Sliynska. (1 963b) found that the ratio Of inter to intrau. 
chromosomal breaks in Drosophila males after chemical treatment was 
approximately 1 :1., compared with 1:2 for X..rays, and it was shown by 
Nasrat ot al. (19514 using mustard gas, and. Pahiuy & Fahr (I 95k) using 
TEA that the low frequency of rearrangements following chemical treatment 
was not due to a shortage of breaks, but to a failure of the breaks to 
reunite, for the chemicals produced as many chromosome fragments as a. 
comparable dose of Xrays. 
As regards the low sensitivity of spermatogonia, two 
factqrs could affect the formation of tx'anslocations in these cells,, 
according to the arguments set out in the Introduction.Firstly,- the 
stage in the cell cyele, and secondly, the elimination of the trans-
locations in meiosis. Taking the latter first, it was shown that although 
about half of. any translocationa formed are lost in meiosis., the chances 
for forming a translocation are twice. as high in diploid spermatogonial 
cells as in haploLd spermatozoa and spermatids, which should compensate 
to a large extent for the losses occurring during mitosis, it seems then 
as if the first factor is the most important one. 	 . 
it will be recalled that Ofteda]. (1 964.,.b,.c) proposed that 
there was a sensitive group of cells in spermatogonia which was vexy 
susceptible to the action of X-rays.,'-so that there was a heterogeneity in 
the exposed population of cells as regards killing and mutation induction 
sensitivities. Sliznska (1963a) also found a heterogeneity in spSzwato-. 
gonia3. cells, agreeing with the results of Oftedal. Russell (1963) 
proposed that the increased mutation rate in apermatogonial cells of mice 
after two 500R doses given 2+ hours apart was due to the fact that the 
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first apse synchz'onised the cell population so that more cells were in a 
sensitive stage at the time of the second. According to Muller (1954) 
the sensitive stage in the cell cycle is when they are undergoing niLtosis, 
when the chrpmosomes are condensed and, most susceptible to X-rays. It was 
then thought that chemicals, because of their prolonged action,, might stand 
a better chance of being present at. the right time for the production of 
txxislocations in sperntogonia. 
Now there is some evidence from work with Vioia faba 
that chemicals differ from X.raya in the stage in the cell cycl9 in which 
they at. One of the well known differences between the action of X-rays 
and some r'adtomimetic chemicals in inducing chromosome aberratiops in 
Vioia root-tips is that. with Xraya chromatid aberrations are seen at 
mitosis in the first few hours after irradiatign of an asynchronously devel-
oping cell population, whereas with the chemicals no abex'raiona are seen 
until, about 8-10 hours after treatment. In other words there is a delay 
compared with the, time of appearance of such aberrations after X-ray treat-
ment., T}4s  delay has been reported for a large number Of, chemicals tested 
'on Vicia roots; including nitrogen mustard. (Ford., 1949; Revel]., 1953), 
B-propiolaotone (Smith.& Srb, 1951; Swanson & Mars, 199),' inaleic hyth'azide 
(MoLelsh, 1953; Kihiman, 1956, Merz et a,,,. 1961), triethylene me1mine 
(Ockey, 1960), ethyl alcohol., ethylmethanesulphonate and Mylex'an (Reiger 
& MiohaeUs1, 1960a, b) and. N-.nitrso..N..inethylurethan (KihJ.znan,. I 960)i 
In these experiments, however, no information on the 
mitotic delay induced by these chemicals was obtained, and in me' instances 
no detailed information on niltotic frequency and aberration yields found 
soon after treatment was given. Ford '(194.9) and Revel]. (1953) had. interpreted. 
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the delayed. effect after chemical treatment al due to the fact that 
aberr±iOns were induced only in those cells which were in the early 
stages of interphase at the time of treatment. The autorediophic 
studies of Howard & Peic (1953) showed that the interphase period in 
Viola root-tip cells could be divided into three phases; the pre-DNA 
synthesis phase (c1 ), the DNA synthesis phase (s), and the post-DNA 
synthesis phase (G.), and suggested that the results obtained by Revell 
(1953) indicated that only cells in the G, phase were sensitive to the 
chemical  used. It was shown by Evans & Savage (1963) and Wolff & Luippold. 
(1963) that irradiated G, cells yield chromosome-type changes and that 
chratidpe changes are mainly induced, in S and G so the finding 
that chemically induced aberrations in Viola are of the chromatid-type 
suggests that although the cell may be sensitive to the initiation of 
aberrations only in early interphase., the actual production of the aber-
rations occurs at some later stage in development, Evans & Scott (1964) 
determined, the average durations of G, S and. C.2 and also their sensitivity 
to the production of chromosome aberrations following X-ray or maleic 
hydrez±de (iiH) treatment. With Ii, aberrations were induced only in cells 
undergoing replication, C.2  cells being undamaged when observ'ed at their 
first post-treatment mitosis. This supports the idea that only cells in 
early interphase are sensitive to chemical treatment and that chromosome' 
aberrations may be produced at the time of chromosome replication.. Scott 
& Evans (in Evans & Scott,, 1964) also found that nitrogen mustard produced 
ch.ronntid aberrations only at the time of chromosome replication. 
Since the majority of spermatogonial cells are in interphase, 
the above hypothesis might also explain why chemicals can produce trans- 
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locations at this stage, where DNA synthesis is continually occurring. 
However, conflicting results have also been obtained, using V'icia faba. 
Kihiman (1955, 1961,, 1962) has shown that with methylatea oxypurinea such 
as 8.!ethoxycaffeine, chroniatid aberrations are seen at mitosis shortly,  
after treatment, suggesting that this group of chemicals may be similar 
to XN.rays in terms of time of action, and more recently Scott & Evans 
(1964.) also found. that 8oethoxycaffeine was most effective in producing 
aberrations in G2. This has been found to be true for 5.4luorodeoxyuridine 
(Bell & Wolff j. 1964) and. deoxyad.enoa±ne (Kihirnan et al. 196à). It should 
also be remembered that chemicals can produce rearrangements in mature 
Drosophila sperm where DNA synthesis does not take place, and also that 
storage of sperm treated with the same chemicals as used in the above 
experiments on Viola e.g. nitrogen mustard. and. TM,-can lead to increased 
breakage (Herskowtz,. 1955; Schalet, 1955; Snyder, 1963; and results 
obtained in the present investigation). 
Regardless of whether the sensitive stage in sperxnatogonia 
to the action of chemicals is during chromosome replication or in the 
condensed stage of mitosis., one fact is quite clear. That is., that some 
of the chemicals used in this investigation did produce translocatons in 
these cells,, supporting the original hypothesis. It is true that the 
other chemicals used.,, i.e. DMNA, DES and. ICRICO, produced none, but they 
did not produce any in mature sperm either, a result which is disôussed. 
in Part II. 
The lethai/translocation ratio produced by the first group 
of chemicals all show an increase from spermatozoa to speimatogonia. 
This increase is due mainly to a drop in the numbers of translocations 
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obtained in spermatogonia, but' is also accompanied, by a drop i the 
number of lethala,, indicating a drop in sensitivity, in the case of TEM, 
El and 'D. Heliotririe,, however, which gave the highest increase in the 
ratio, id so because there was an increase in the frequency of lethals, 
This indicates an inoreae in sensitivity from spermatozoa to spermatogonia 
and 'it might be said that this is borne out by the fact that in the 'third 
heX otrLrie experiment the translocation frequenoy rose from O.'1t in brood 
(a) to 0.25 in brood (a.), although the numbers are far too small to make 
this difference 'sigeificant. 
It is clear that the chemicals are less efficient than X-
rays thspermatozoa.when the letha]/translooation ratio is taken as a 
meastn'e of effectiveness, but the position is reversed in spezmatàgonia as 
the, ratio for X-rays jumps to infinity in the majority' of oases no trans.-
locations being produced. 
One interesting feature of the results was that El produced. 
very similar frequencies of sex-linked lethals and translocat±ons in sperm, 
atogonia .at both doses used.,. after producing markedly di±"ferént ones 'in 
spermatozoa. This means that in spennatogonia the frequency 'of 'nutations 
was not proportional to the molar concentration. Nakao et al (1 6) found 
that doubling the dose of El gave rise only to a Or. increase in lethals, 
buta thi?eê-fold increase in translocations,, and this was in mature sperm. 
It :.is' difficult to suggest' an explanation fort this phenome=4 It may be 
that" mutation' damage induced by El can reach a saturation point', hich was 
attained by the secOnd dose used. by Nakao et a]., and already 'attained in 
spertnatoonia by the first dose in the present results. It may even be 
that the 'surplus mutagen reacted with other Cell constituents to fOrm a 
harmless by-product.. 
PART II 
It is the purpose of the second part of this discussion to 
look at the nature of the mutations produced by the mono.. and. bifunctional 
alkylating agents in order to see If they differ in any respect. it has 
already been pointed. Out in the results that both types of chemical did. 
produce some similar effects, but the fact that three of the inonofunctional 
agents were capable of producing high sex.].inked lethal frequencies but no 
chromOsome breakage might be taken as an indication that the monofunotional 
agents tended to produce more intragenic or point mutations than intergenic 
ones involving some rearrangement of the chromosomes. 
Now the problem of whether intergenic and intragenic changes 
are the results of two different processes is one which has been much 
discussed. A sharp distinction between the two types of change is not 
always possible for, in the case of radiation-induced lethala, these have 
been found to consist of apparent point mutations, small structural changes 
which behave as point mutations, and large structural rearrangements. 
Muller (1941, 1956) suggested that the chromosome is segmented in some 
manner at a level above the nucleotide units of DNA, and that there is a 
basic distinction between mutations referred to as point mutations and those 
associated with chromosome breakage,, basing his arguments on various pieces 
Of genetica]. evidence. Lea & Catàheside (1945) considered that mdiation-. 
induced lethals and chromosome rearrangements arose as a matter of chance 
from a single type of primary effect and Herskowitz (19)+6) suggested that 
most of these lethals were produced at points of chromosome breakage. 
Both these assumptions were based on a consideration of linear dose-effects. 
It was also suggested by Muller & .Altenburg (1930) and. Muller (1954) that 
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letha].s associated with gross structural changes were due to position effects. 
The use of chemicals as mutagens opens up new possibilities 
for attempts to clarify the problem., if a chemical was fOund that produced 
point mutations but no chromosome breaks, i.e. intragenic changes only, this 
- would give direct evidence of a difference between the two typos of mutation. 
However no clear example of such a chemical is known to exist., although they 
differ widely in their chromosome breaking abilities.. In the. results obtained 
in this investigation DES, DMA and. XCRIOO produced no chromosome breakage 
but many lethals, but other investigators have shown that DES can produce 
low frequencies of chromosome breakage in bailey (Heiner .et aL, 1962) 
and that ICRI 00 Can do the sane in Drosophia (Snyder & Oster, 1964). 
Taking the opposite case., if a Chemical existed which produced 
breaks or intergenic changes only,  it would also produce small deficiencies 
which would act as recessive lethals, and position effect reare.ngement3 
which would appear as visible mutations. Some chemicals such as caffeine 
have been shown to break plant chromosomes but not to produce mutations in 
Drosophila, but unless it can be shown that they can also break Drosophila 
chromosomes it cannot be said that they produce only intergenic imitations. 
In any case, since plait chromosomes are so much more easily broken than 
those Of Drosophila, a substance which breaks the former may not have the 
same effect on the latter. Also metabolic differences can exist as shown 
by the fact that such agencies as low doses of X..rys or ecessive, oxygen 
pressure (cqnger,. .1952) and. anoxia-. (Mertz, 1959) can break plant chromosomes. 
Newer ideas, based on the Watson-Crick model Of DNA. can 
also be used to consider the problem of intra. and intergenio changes on a 
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more refined level especially in view of recent developments concerning 
the nature of the genetic code.. 
As the result of much work pioneered, by Crick, . 	. (1961) 
and Nirenberg & Matthaie (1961 ),, it is now generally accepted that the amino 
acid sequence of protein molecules is. determined by the sequence of bases 
along the DNA chain, that a codon of three consecutive nucleotides in the 
DNA specifies each amino acid residue in the poly-peptide chain of the protein 
by means of messenger RNA., and that there might be "linkers" consisting of 
protein between the segments qecifying different protein nio].ëôules, corres-
ponding to the intergenic bonds proposed by Muller, providing a staring 
point for the reading of the code in each segment. 
On. the basis of this model molecular changes can be 
envisaged that could result in mutation. Firstly,. the number of bases 
could remain constant, but their sequence could be changed by the substitu-
tion of one or more bases by different bases, i.e. a transition of the type 
envisaged by Freese (1958) who showed that 5.bromouracil could pair with 
adenine and thus replace thyrnine and. that 2..aminopurine could pair with 
thymine and replace adenine.. This could lead to an alteration in an amino 
acid, sequence which appears as a mutation. An example of this is that a 
change in a single amino acid residue in haemoglobin is responsible for 
sick]e.cell anaemia (Ingram, 1957) • It could be mentioned here that 
Ludlum t al. (1 96k) studied the effect of al1rlation of synthetic poly-
nuoleotides and found that treatment of polyadenylic acid with methyl 
methaxiesulphoriate decreased its ability to code for polylysine synthesis. 
Secondlyj  a loss of one or more base pairs could result in a deletion,, and 
thirdly, chromosome breakage could also be caused by a loss of base pairs 
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followed, by failure of the ends to reunite. In the latter to cases, it 
would-be expected that whole polypeptide chains could not be made by the 
mutant cells. .An example of the third case 'might be in ir'elooytic leukaemia 
in man, where the leukaexnic cells carry the "Philaa.elpbia" chromosome in 
wbih a loss of pare of the normal chromosome has occurred (NóweU & 
HungerZord, I 9O). As regards chromosome breakage it is not known whether 
it could occur within the linkers' or not. 
Before considering further the question of whethaz' monoo 
functional a2ijlating agents tend to produce intragenic mutations, the 
possible mechanism of mutation by alkylating agents can be dLscussêa in 
detail, assuming that this action is directly on the DNA of the chromosome. 
As already mentioned in the Introduction, mechanisms for both types of 
mutagenesis, i.e. intra and intergenic changes, following treatment of 
DNA with 4lkylating agents have been suggested in a series of papers 
by Lawley & EroOkes. They found that, f011oging the aUrlation of DNA, 
the N-7 atom of the guanine moieties was the 'most susceptible, and that 
the affected guanines *ere converted. to 7..al1jlguanine after monofunotional 
a.2kylation,, while after b.functional aflr].ation the cross-linked product 
guanin.7-yl) ethylsulphid.e was also formed. Figure 3 shows how 
the aUrlated guanines could lead to the inutagenic changes outlined 
above (Lawley & Brookes., 1963). In the diagram the base sequenoe along 
the DNA strands is represented by the initial letters of the bases, while 
the horizontal arrows show effectS of hydrolysis of the aikylated. ..A. 
The inclined arrows show possible mechanisms for mutagenesis initiated 
by faulty replication of the lower DNA. strand. 
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Figure 3 Diagrammatic representation of a3Jclation 
of DNA by monofunctioxml and bifunctional 
agents and subsequent effects of elkylation. 
Monofunctional a2icyltion 
-A-T-G.0-T-C-G- 	.A-T-G--C-T-CG- 	-AT-C-G. 
-TA-C A-C-C- -T.AC-/-A-C-C- 	TAaaC A-C-C... 
	
conërsion\ 	• deletion 	• 	 S 
ofGCtoAT of GC 
-A-T-G-T-T-C-G- 	-A-T-G-T-C-.G.- 
• 	-T-A-C-1-A-C-C- 	-T-A-C-A-G-C.-. 
-A-TC-T-C-G... 	S 	 • -A-T.,4.C..T-C-G- 	• -A-T C-T-C.:I • molecular 
• \ • 	- • 	 fission 
'T.-A.,C&A-G-C- 
BifwictiCnai alkylation 	 • 
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A possible mechanism by which the initial &kjrlation of 
DNA at the N..7 atom of the guanine moieties Could initiate mutation 
follows from its effect in Causing an increased tendency for acidic 
ionisation at N.1 to occur, thus enhancing the probability of anomalous 
base pairing of ionised guanine with tbymine,, i.e. a transition (Lawley, 
.1961'), However, since adenine and cytosine can also be a1Irlated. to a 
small extent (Lawley & Brookes,;  1963), this could also weaken the 
specificity of base pairing, and the conversion of G..0 pairs to A-T 
pairs would probably not be the only mutagenic activity of this type, 
Alternatively, the a].Irlated guanines could leach out by hydrolysis, 
initiating the loss of a base pair causing a reading frame mutation 
similar to that envisaged. by Crick etja. (1961) following treatment 
.ih acridine. 
It could be proposed on the basis of the above mechanism 
that the monofunctional a11r].ating agents are more likely to give rise to 
point mutations and small deletions than chromosome breaks while hi-
functional agents could produce breaks due to Cross-linkages being formed. 
The results obtained with DES., D(A and. ICRIOO seem to support this 
hypothesis, together with the fact that the blfunctiona3. agents TEM and. DEB  
produced translooations, 
If bifunctional alkylating agents produce breaks as a 
result of cross-linkage, then the question of how some monofunctional 
agents produce breaks is an important one. The capability of the latter 
chemicals in doing so is in no doubt (see Introduction), and in the present 
inveatige.tion, the mono±\uictiorai B1 prduoed. more translocationz in mature 
sperm than any Cl the bifunctional agents. Nakao 	o (1964) also found. 
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that El was superior to TEN in the production of translocations, and 
Nakao & Auerbach (1961) showed, that the nionofuntiona1 	ylete..oxide 
was, as effective , as the bifunctionalDEB in producing the same. rearrangements. 
it is true that in the above examples higher doses of the mono-
funotioial agents were, required. relative to those of the bifunctional ones. 
This agrees with the hyppthesia that two nearby single strand breaks could 
ocàür fortuitously in opposite strands of the DNA following znono,Ctional 
a]r1ation., giving rise to a complete break1,, aM that the possibility of 
this occurring would be enhanced by a higher concentration. If this is so 
then it can be asked whether the molar concentration of the mutagen is a 
better measure of effectiveness in producing mutations. 
However, it cannot be said that higher doses of' monofunctional 
agents' tIan of bifunctional ones re required to produce mutatioits in every 
case. For exanle,, Biesele 	, (1950) produced equal amounts of chromo- 
some breakage in onion root-tip cells with e.quiinolar concentrations of El 
and TEM, while the monofunctional ethylene oxide was found to. be more 
effective on a molar basis than DEB in producing reverse mutations in 
Neurospora (K,óloazk & Westergard., 1953;. lç6lmark & Kondo, 1963). Also, 
in their investigation comparing mono-r and bifunctional aliçy].ating  agents, 
PahnT & Pahny (1961) used 043 x 10M of the monofunctional methyl methane.i. 
suiphonate and. 2.42 x 10'2M of the monofunctional ethyl methanesuiphonate 
to produce an average of Vo recessive sex.-linked lethals in Drosophila-
but required 8 x 10M of the bifunctiona], dimethanoeulphonyl mannito). to 
produce an average of 	lethals. Thus-taking molar concentration as a 
measure of effeotiveness, the monofunctional agents were 30 and 6 times 
more effective respectively than the bifunctional. In thö present 
ivestigation, it is seen that,-0.3 x Ie4M ICRICO produced. 7.5 Sex —
linked lethals in mature sperm; 0.13 x 101! DA produced. 7.;. and 
1,3 x 10M DES produced 1; while  x 1011 TEM produced an averge 
of 6.611. and. I x 10 3M DEB produced 8.. 
The above results show if'arVthing, that hse mouo 
functional agents are more affective thin bifuxti'ml ones on amolax 
basis.. This of course may be due to d.ifferene3 in penetmti.o Orin 
the reactions with ecU constituents that the mutagen might undergo after 
it is ad3flinistered.. BecauSe of this tn&ortaiity, to much emphasis' oannot 
he placed upon the molarity of the dose. is there any other method., 
therefore, that can be used to try and distingiith between the two types 
of chemical? 
In 1960 Fr & Fah put forward the hypothesis that the 
ratio of 'visible to lethal mutations induced. in Drosophila oquld be used as 
an indicator Of genetic diff4ren4es between xelated chemical conpounds, 
ta1d.ig as their basis that visible butatidns were the result—.6f intra 
molOcular changes within genes while lethal mutations involved material 
loss on the genie or subgenib level. Then in 1961 they carried out a series 
of experiments using mono. and bifunctional a]kylating agents and claimed 
that the bifunctional agents gave a higher lethal to visible r1io, more 
complete than mosaic lethals, more chrOmosome breaks, and, a liighot' frequency 
of 'small'deficiency lethals,. and that these ObarvntiOns constituted a 
significant difference between the two types of chemical.  
However, there are certain factors to be taken into consider-
ation on looking at these findings. Firstly, the classification of lethal 
mutations. The distinction between viemie and complete imitations is by no 
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means a cleax'cut one. In Drosophila a recessive lethal is defined, as one 
that kills before emergence from the pupa, but if it was defined, as one 
that kills before the egg hatches, then mazy recessive lethals would be 
defined as visibles if they killed, in the larval or pupal stages. Also, 
one must consider the relative importance of the function affected by the 
mutation. An intramoleêular reorganisation of the gene such as that 
discussed above could just as easily give rise to a lethal effect as 
could a visible one if, for example, it caused an enzyme to be affected 
which was ind.ispensible to a vital function. Another problem also arises 
regarding the scoring of visible mutations. The personal factor involved 
in this is very important as it depends entirely on the scorer Of the flies 
what imitations are classified. There will probably be a bias in the scoring 
also, for once one type of visible has been seen it is not so likely to be 
missed subseq,uent]y. 
Secondly,. it has been shown that a methodical error could 
be present in taking the complete/visible lethal rqtio and. the complete/mosaic 
lethal ratio as a basis for comparison. Brwming & Altenburg (1961) found 
that as visible mutations arising as mosaics were readily observed while 
mosaic lethala were not detectable except by testing a further gneration, 
this could lead. to a higher number of visibles being detected.. It has also 
been shown (Carlson & Osterj, 1961; 1962; Oster & Carlson. 1963) that a 
large proportion of the visible and sex-linked lethal mutations induced 
by the nionofunctional agent ICRICO were mosaicafly distributed in somatic 
and gonadal tissues. Thus the finding by the Pahnys that inonofunctional 
agents produced more visible mutations relative to complete ones could be 
due to the fact that mosaic visibles would also be included.. 
The above results indicate that the classificatiOn of 
léthala and visibles cannot be used as a t.rué. indication of a genetical 
difference between mono. and bifunctional compounds. In the Fahnrs' 
results the Variations between, experiments with the same compounds were 
iiored because they were not. large enough to cause heterogeneity within 
compounds. However, it would have been better if an analysis of variance 
had been carried outi using the variation within compounds as a measure 
of control variation. Even taking their results as they stand the average 
visible/lethal mtifor the two monofunctional compounds we're 0.25 and 0.32 
respectively, while that of the bifunctional compound was 0.21,  which hardly 
reflects a great difference between the two types of chemloal. More 
recently Snyder & Oster (1 96) .uaed the monofunctional ICRICO and the poly-
functional TEM to compare their capacity for producing mutations at the 
dumpZ locus. They foind that although the monofunctional agent did produce 
aiiificantly more mosaics, at this locus than did the polyfunotional one, 
the difference was not nearly so great as that of Pahir & Fahfl (1961), who 
stated that the oomplet,/mosaic ratio was 1:2 for their monofunctional 
compounds and 2:1 for their bifunotional one. They based their conclusions 
on the incidence of mutations at an unselected sample of loci,, , whereas a 
study of mutation at a specific locus as øarried out by Snyd.er & Oster was 
much more objective. 	.. 
It can also be asked that if complete lethals are due to 
material loss or chromosome breakagej why some monofunctional agents such 
as those used in this investigation and others like ethyl methanesul.phonaté 
produce many lethals but little or no chromosome breakage. If it is assumed 
that lethala are produced by a mechanism essentiafl.y similar tO that of 
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breais, then translocations should also be produced in such cases. The 
fact that they are not indicates that lethals are produced in some other way. 
Last]y the question of whether rnnofunctiOnal agents are 
inferior to'bifunctionai ones in producing breaks can be considered.. Once 
again there is no clear-cut difference, for in the results of this invest.'. 
ition, .although three of the four monófunctioflal agents used. were inferior 
to the bifunctional agents, the other monofunctional agent, DI, prouoéd. a 
higher translooatiorVlethal ratio than TEM, a result which was also obtained 
by Nakao et a].. (1964) and, Alexander & Cmngés (1964.), and previously Nakao 
& Auerbach (1961) had. shown that ethylene omide produced the sane trans.-
lpcatjo/lethal ratio as DEB. These results show that when the above ratio 
is taken as a. measure of effectiveness, these particular chemicals produce 
an eqia.l effectj  so it cannot be said with any certainty that monofunctional 
&2k1ating agents are inferior in this respect in every case., 
Apart from genetloal tests,. other evidence that there might 
be a difference between mono- and bifunctional aLkylating agents has come 
from studies of their carcinostatic abilities. It has been observed (Had.d.ow, 
Ron & Ross 1948; Connors,, Roes & Wilson, 1960) that almost 'ail al1rlating 
agents with effective carcinostatic ability possess two or more functional 
groups. Howeverj  exceptions are known. Quinacrine mustard (ic*ioo) has 
been shown by Creech at al.. (1960) and. Peck et al, (1961) to be a powerful 
inhibitor of mouse ascitez tumours; ethylene mine was shown by Die sele 
et al. (1950) to be effective in producing chromosome franentatiOn in mouse 
sarcomas grown in tissue culture ; and. 2..chloroethyl methane suiphonate 
(CB1506) has been shown to possess tumOur inhibitory properties (Had.d.cw 
& Ross, 1956). The latter compound is interesting as it has been suggested. 
(Connors & Ross, 1958) that it might be converted into the bifunctional 
2.chloroethy]. cysteine. But 2-chioroethyl cysteine does not inhibit the 
growth of the Walker rat carcinoma wider standard test conditions,, and so 
its formation from cB1506 may not account for the latter's anti,-,tumour 
activity. It has also been suggested that CEI 506 could form 2-ohioro-
ethylainins or sulphides within cell structures and that these could undergo 
reactions similar to other wustaHs,1 e.g. if a cysteine unit in a. protein 
was chioroethylated this could react further to give cross-linked structures. 
Schmidt (1960) also investigated, the carcinostatic effects of CBI506 and 
fOund that although it was inactive against a wide range of anmnni tumours 
it was' strikingly active aga.ijist recently inoculated, and also against well 
established Lymphoma 8. Returning to, other compounds, Walpole (1938) 
found that at high doses the carcinogenic monoethyleneimides produced 
chromosome fragmentation and bridge formation in broad bean root-tips. 
At the best, al]. the results discussed above show Only 
quantitative differences between mono- and polyfunctional aUrla ing agents. 
The results of the storage eperixnents show, for the first time, a clear 
qualitative, difference betieen the genetical effects of a monofunctional 
and 1. polyfunctional agent. While the frequency of tr'anslocations rose 
steeply atter.stqrage following treatment with TEL no such effect was 
found when the monofunctioral El was used. This difference is presumably 
related to the manner in which the two chemicals produce chromosome breaks. 
On the assumption that they act directly on the DNA of the spermatozoa, 
relevant experiments can be discussed. 
As mentioned above, according to Brookes & Lawley (1961) 
the most reactive site in the ]A molecule to alIlation is the N-7 atom 
of the guanine moieties, and the most distinguishing feature between mono-
and bifunctional alkylation is the ability of bifunctional agents to form a 
âi(7-guaninyl) derivative cross-linking two guathnes which could be on 
opposite strands of the DNA molecule. Following the initial alkylation., 
further slow chemical changes occur over along period., leading to loss 
of the alkylated guaxiinea and scission of the sugar-phosphate chain. 
This pro,uces a break in the DNA, which will be complete if a cross 
linked derivative had been foxned.. Cross.-linkage of DNA Could, also prevent 
the separation of DNA strands prior to replication, thus inbbitZg this 
process. Monofunctional alicylation, on the other hand, leads only to 
singe guanine molecules being Converted to 7.a11rlguane,. which can 
give rise to single strand breaks oniy. The delayed effect following 
monofunctional alkylation was also much lees. pronounced (Lawley, 1961), 
Loveless & Stock (1959) showed that the inactivation of 
T2 bacteriophage by bifunctional alkylating agents proceeded in two steps, 
corresponding to the reaction of first one, then the other, fu.Ctonal 
arms of the molecule,, and propqsed that the effective inactivating reaction 
was that of the second functional arm reacting with the DNA of the phage for, 
if the treated phage were placed in rPla sodium thiosulpbate so1ution. inacti-
vation was annulled., Indicating that the thiosulphate had reacted with the 
free second arms of the akylating agent,, thus preventing further alkylation. 
Following monofunctonal alkylation, inactivation was essentially a one step 
reaction, although there was a slow second step due to the decay of the 
a1]rlated. products. Th5c sulphate produced no significant effect, indicating 
that the single arms of the mo ofunotional agent had already reacted with 
the phage. A further observation relevant to this investigation. was that 
if phage were treated with the bifunctonal nitrogen rmiStaXd and stored 
for at: least two hours, nximál inactivation was achieved.. Also Loveless 
(1961) showed that there was no difference between mOnO.. and bifunctional 
agents when the pha.ge ^1 74, which contains single stranded DNA, las used 
in inactivation experiments and. in vitro. 
The present results Can be interpreted on the basis. of the 
above findings.. It may be assumed that in T-treated spermatOzoa, 
breakage would continue to occur during storage due to cr . sslin1wge, 
while no such effect would Occur in El-treated. spermatozoa. 'This means. 
in effect,,  that potential breaks would become true breaks during storage 
after treatment with TEM, and this. is supported by the unpublished results 
of Siizynska, who found that after storage the number of mosaic tians-
locations and repeats.,, both of which are an indication of potential breaks, 
feLl sharply, while the number of translocations increased. More recent 
unpublished work by•Slizynsia, where she compared the frequencies Of mosaic 
and complete rearrangements in unstored sperm. sperm stored for aix days at 
12,5°C, and sperm stored for the same length of time at 25?C, showed that 
the rise in completes after storage at 12.5° was equal to the drop zn mosaics, 
but that at 250  far more completes were found than could be thcøunied for by 
mosaics becoming completes. This suggests that at the higher temperature 
cOxp1ete breaks are formed denova as well as from mosaics, but it could also 
mean that the drop in mosaics was independent of the rise in completes, the 
results at 12,5 being a coincidence. A similar experiment On a larger 
scale might help towards determining the true picture. 
As already mentioned, it has been found that the majority 
of 6l13.ating agents with effeetie caroinostatic ability poaSSas two or 
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more functional groups per molecule. The results of the storage 
experiments offer an explanation as to why this is so. Since the 
treatment of carcinomas involves a longish period, of time during 
which the chemical can act, an increased, effect due to cross.J'flig.ge 
would continue to occur after treatment with a polyfunotional alrlating 
agent, leading to chromosome breakage mitotic inhibition .an& Oell death, 
while a monofunctional agent would produce only its initial effect, which 
would not be increased by the length of the period of treatment. This 
hypothesis would explain why monOfunctional agents can be efficient 
chromosome breakers1 but poor carcinostatic agents. The question of the 
production of recessive lethals does not enter into the earcinostatic 
abilities of a]kylating agents,. as a cell can Carry such mutations with 
no. effect., 
In conclusion some results recently obtained with bacteria 
are discussed, in which storage after aikylation appears to lead, to a 
recovery. This is in contrast with the results obtained here...vhere 
storage led to increased damage of the genetic material. 
It is known that the ability of bacteria to survive to 
produce colonies after treatment with ultraviolet light or ionising 
radiation is xiarke&ly dependent on post-irradiation cultural conditions, 
especially incubation under sub-optimal conditions. For exaile, minimal 
medium or low temperatures favour survived., although the response varies 
for different strains. (Alper & Gillies,. 1960). In the case of UV irradiation 
it is clear that survival is enhanced, in conditions which permit metabolic 
repair of otherwise lethal primary lesions, i.e. excision and replacement 
of DNA:nuoleotid.ea which have undergone dimerisation between adjacent 
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nuootid,e moieties (Setlow & Carrier, 1964). The results of Stre.usa 
(1962, 1963)  and Strauss & WahJ. (1964), who investited the consequences 
of the treatment of B.. ,subtilis trwasbnaing principle with metbyl: methane., 
suiphonate, indicated that the same effect occurred. Haro].d.& .Zorin 
(1958) had found that the surViVal', of E. coil after treaiflezit with 
bifunctional a]kyiating agents was higher c,.. minimal medium than . 
nutrient agar,, and Shield (in LoveleSs .2 	. 1965) found. that the survival 
of nitrogen mustard treated E, coli Kael 2 was enhanced considerab3, by 
a variety of post-treatments including minimal media andnon-optimal 
incubation temperatures, Also Patrick 	(1 96) reported that 
recovery occurred chen nitrogen inustart3. 'treated yeat were stored in buffer. 
Loveless et al(1965)  found that there was a siiificant recover y In a 
certain strain of E. coil after stäi.ge in buffer following treatment with 
mustard gas. They suggested that recovery occurxed by excision of the 
al1rlated. DNA. regions followed by synthetic repair,, similar to the 
mechanism envisaged by Setlow & Cazrier (1964). The recoutry, however, 
is in the absence of an energy source, and the Jeslons.in the DNA would 
involve both strands of the DNA if cross-linkages had been formed.., It is 
possible that the excision would occur in the buffer, butt is unlikely 
that synthetic replacement could proceed unless the CeUs had nutrients 
available. Loveless suggested that the excisions occurred in buffer, and 
on transfer to broth agar there was a lag in which replacement could occur 
prior to DNA replication.. However, if the excision consisted of one base 
from one strand affected by cross-linkage, repair would not be necessary,,. 
as nionofunctional a]rlatiOn need, not impair the capacity for replication. 
At first sight the above results appear to be in direct 
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cótst to the results Of the stage e,periments, but there at6.0thet 
factors to be oonsidered.x'stl.y1,. Loveless et a].,.(1 965) founa o 
recovery after treatment of phage T2 with must&rd &Ls which indicateS 
that thd*'readvely may be restricted, to badteriaj, and as they .SôfOmd. 
a drop in surViVal after treatment of another strain of bacteria,, it way 
e'en be restricted to certain stins of the latter. 8oóoxidly, the 
phenomenon of au'i ta1 of bacteria Is entirely different from the 
production of breaks in the chromosomeS of a higher organ em such as 
Drosophila. Thirdly, it is Very ,unlikely that any recovery process 
coit]4 occur in sperm stored in the Seminal receptacles of fembles,as 
any breaks induced, in the sperm remain open until after ferUiS& ion. 
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SUMMARY 
In order to detexnine whether chemicals are superior 
to X-rays in tIie production of translocations in spermatogonia of 
Drosophila melanogaster, and also to find, out if there was a difference 
between the genetcal effects of monofunctional and. polyftinctional 
&Ikylating agents,, a number of chemicals Imown to act on both pre- and 
post-meiotic germ cells were administered, by injection or feeding to 
adult Drosohi].a males.. The chemicals used were:- heliotrine, a 
pyr'Olizidine alkaloid; triethyleue melrnine (TEM) and. diepobutane 
(DES), both bifunctional alky].ating agents; and. ethylene mime (El),, 
quinacrine mustard (ICRI 00), dimetbylnitroaamine (DMNA) and diethy]. 
sulphate (DES), all monofunctional alIrlating agents. In addition, 
the antibiotic streptonigrin was tasted for possible mutagenic 
activity. The experiinentsoarxlied out and the results obtained were 
as follows:- 
I,- The treated males were mated every three days to fresh virgin 
females to obtain a maximum of five three day broods. The progeny of 
the first fourth and fifth broods were tested for recessive sex 
linked lethal and translocations, the latter two broods being taken 
as representative of spermatogonia at the time of treatment. it was 
found that faux' of the chemicals used, namely heliotrine, TEM, DES, 
and. El were successful in producing tranalocations in spermatogonia, 
and, that they were superior to X-rays in this  respect. ICRIOO also 
produced one translocation in the fifth brood. A pilot experiment 
using streptonigrin showed that it is weakly mutagenic although it 
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pz"oduo'ed a high degree of Sterility,, even at the low concentrations 
used. It is interesting to note that one translocation was produôed in 
the fifth brood, i.e., in spermatogonia, providing additional evidence 
of the ability of chemicals to produce reark'angements at this stage. 
2.. On comparing the results obtained with the mono and polyfunctionàl 
aflrlating agents, it was found that both the bifunctional agents ptoduced 
lethals and. translocatiôn5 in all broods tested., while ICR100, DMTh., and 
DES produced high lethal frequencies but no translocations apart from the 
one produced by ICRIOO. However, the remaining monofunctional agent,, El, 
produced the highest number' of tranalocatipns relative to lethals of all 
the chemicals tested. This meant that no clear difference between the two 
types of chemical could be drawn from the above results., 
3. Following treatment of the Drosophila males with El and. TEM, the 
treated sperm were stored for aix days in the inserninated. femaleS:. It was 
found that after storage the TER trans].oeatio'lethal ratio rose steeply, 
due: to a large increase in tze.nalocation frequency accompanied. by a much 
smaller increase in Sexlinked lethal frequency. The retlo for El, however, 
remained .Constant before and after storage. This shows a clear qualitative 
difference between mono. and polyfunctional aikylating agents,, which is 
presumably related to the mechanism by which they produce chromosome breaks. 
The bot1esis is put forward that the storage effect might be the.rnain 
reason for the greater effectiveness of pOlyfunctional lkylating agents 
in cat, inostasis. 
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1 A oytologLcai analysis of a number of sex-linked teoessivE lethais 
.prod.uced before and after storage following treatment with T 
oarx'iéd out, the pOst..stored ].stha]..s having first been located., The 
results sbow,d that the number of letha.ls associated with cbromotome 
breakage increased after storage, supporting the I'pothesis that 
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Name of Candidate 
In order to determine whether chemicals are superior to X-rays in the 
production of translocations in spermatogonia of Drosophila melanopister, and also 
to find, out if there was a difference between the genetical effects of nonofunotional 
and po3,yfunctio3dal a]icylating agents, a number of chemicals known to act on both px'e-
and post-meiotic germ Celia were &lministered by injection or feeding to adult 
Drosophila males. The chemicals used were: heliotrine, a pyrrolisidine alkaloid; 
triethylene melamine (TEM) and diepo1butane (DEB), both bifunctional a3Jrlatiñg agentS; 
and ethylene imine (El), quinu.crine mustard (XCftlOO), dimethr].nitrosamine (D) and. 
,diethyl sulphate (DES), all monofunOtional a3icyiating agents. In addition the antio.  
biotic streptonigrin was tested for possible and mutagenic activity.. The experiments 
carried out arid, the results obtained were as follows :. 
The treated males were mated every three days to fresh virgin females to obtain 
a maximum of file' three day broods. The progeny of the first, fou'th and fifth broods 
were tested for recessive sexlinked lethals and traniocations,, the latter two broods 
being taken as xpresentative of spermatogonia at the time of treatment. It was found 
that four of the chemicals I  used, namely heliotrine, TEM, DEB, and. El were successful in 
producing translocations, in spermatogonia, and that they were sa'.Lor to X-rays in this 
respect. ICRIOO also produced one translocation in the fifth brood, A pilot experiment 
using streptonigrin showed that, it is weakly mtagenic, although it produced a high 
degree of sterility, even at the low concentrations used.. It is interesting to note 
that one translocation was produced in the fifth brood, i.e. in spermatogonia, 
providing additional evidence of the ability of ohertóals to produce rearrangements at 
this stage, 
On comparing the results obtained with the mono-and po2yfunotional allojlating 
agents, it vas found that both the 'bifunctional agents produced lethals and trans-
locations in all broods tested,. While ICRIOO, INP, and DES produced high lethal 
frequencies but no trenslocationz apart from the one produced by ICRIOO. However, the 
remaining monofimotiona,i agent, E10 produced the highest number of translocations 
relative to lethals of all the chemicals tested. This meant that no clear difference 
between the two types of chemlOal could be dx'.e.wu from the above results.1 
Following treatment of the Drosophila males with El and. TEM, the treated sperm 
were stored for six days in the inseminated. females. It was found that after storage 
the TM tranalocatiorVlethal ratio rose steep:Iy, due to a large increase in trans-
location frequency accompanied by a much smaller increase in sez.linked lethal frequency,  
The ratio for El, however, remained constant before and after storage. This shows a 
clear qualitative difference between mono- and polyfunotional alIrlating agents, Which 
is presumably related to the mechanism by which they produce chromosome breaks. The 
hypothesis is put forward that the storage effect might be the main reason for the 
greater effectiveness of po].yf'unctional alkylatirig agents in carcinostasia. 
Use other side f necessary. 
4, A oyto1ocai :aflaiy8.tS of a number of sexrked recessive lethals produced 
before and after storage following treatment with TEM was carried out, the pOsti. 
stored letháls having firt been located. The results showed that iie number. o' 
letha3.s aasoCiated. with ôhromosome breakage increased after storage, supporting the 
ypothesi.s that ohrQmosome breaks, but not point mutations, increased during the 
storaga period, 
